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New York, Oct. 11. The legislative
committee to Investigate life Insurance adjourned Its sessions today until next Tuesday on account of the
death of Speaker Nixon of the state
assembly.

THAT HE HAS COMMITTED

wson Wedding.
Stan wood-LBoston, Mass., Oct. 11. The wed
ding of Miss Gladys Lawson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. LawBon,
and E. Blaine Stanwood, of the Bos
ton News company, npok place at
Dreamwold today, where Mr. Lawson
lias his beautiful summer home. The
members of both families and many
invited guests attended the ceremony.
a

AUSTRIA AND BOHEMIA
FOR UNIVERSAL SUFFRAGE.
Prague, Bohemia, Oct. 11. Czechs
and Germans united yesterday in demonstrating in favor of universal suf
frage.
The crowd, which was estimated at G0.0O0. assembled in the
vicinity of the Diet building. The
movement is expected to spread all
over Austria.
Committee Favors Norway.
Stockholm, Oct. 11. The special
committee of the riksdag appointed to
consider the Karlstad treaty, today
reported unanimously In favor of Its
ratification.
TOLERATION OF JEWS
LEFT TO ASSEMBLY.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 11. Emperor
Nicholas has decided to turn over to
the national assembly for final settlement the question of the abolition
of restrictions to the aunilsslou of
together with
Jews to universities,
other general legislative affairs relative to the stains of the Jews.
WET GROUNDS PREVENT
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME.
11. The
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct.
game scheduled for today In the
world's championship series was postponed on account of wet grounds.
Maine Sunday School Convention.
Portland. Me., Oct. 11. The annual
meeting of tho Maine state Sunday
school association met here this morning at the Second Parish church, with
larse Bttemiptice rt'' rrnrlv pvrrv
Sunday school la tie state represented by one or inure delegates. Over
COO
delegates are present. The conthree days.
vention will be in
se.-sio- n

Superintendent's Wife Killed.
Portland, Oct. 11. Advices from
Roseburg, Oregon, say that in a fight
between Greeks and the superintendent of a railroad gang and his friends,
the wife of the superintendent and
two Greeks were killed.
New Orleans Welcomes Cold.
11. This
New Orleans, La., Oct.
i!y today had its flri-- t taste of fall
weather, with a d;op in the temperature to CI. The cold will further thin

out the mosquitoes and tend to
prove the fever condition.

Im-

Tjcnir a Gets Tew nui.
Tacoma, Oct. 11. Charles Pfelffer.
townsite airent for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has announced authoritatively that the road is to build
to tre coast at Tacoma.

to Vladivostok.

REMEDY LITTLE

ROYALTIES

MARRY

Chicago Typographical Union Mr. Ilarriman and Miss Alice
Put Under Injunction
Roosevelt are Given
Government,
Marked Attention.
GOLD

SUICIDE

Peoria, 111.. Oct. 11. The grand Jury
reported to the state's attorney that
they would find at least twenty-fou- r
more Indictments against N. C.Dougherty, city school superintendent, who
is now in Jart with many charges of
embezzlement against him. The latest estimates of his peculations In
padded pay rolls places the amount
at $250,000. From the testimony
the grand jury today It appears
that lie realized $18,000 in three years
by using the name of A. H. Andrews
& company, Chicago,
in false accounts.
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"HERE'S WHAT YOU NEED; IT

NOTHING NEW

OPENS

ABOUT MISSING

CONVENTION

THIRTY-FIRS- T

Mostly Addresses of Welcome With Replies, and

Adams Express Agent or That
Hundred Thousand Which

ter of Duke Frederick of

Other Routine Business Occupy Attention

Went With Hirn.

.

THOUSAND

Washington, D. C, Oct. 11. The
annual convention of the
American Hankers' association opened
here this morning at the new National
theater, ith about four thousand
members responding to the roll call.
The session was opened by President
E. F, Swlnney, president of the First
National bank of Kansas City, Mo.
Bishop Henry Y. Satteriee delivered
the opening prayer. After the roll call
the Hon. Henry B. F. McFarland, president of the board of commissioners
of the District of Columbia, welcomed the bankers' on behalf of the city.
He was followed by John Joy Edson,
president of the Bankers' association,
FAIR EXECUTIVE
District of Columbia, who welcomed
the members In behalf of the bankers
COMMITTEE MEETING of the District of Columbia. Several
other welcoming addresses were deilv- TOMORROW (THURSDAY) NIGHT, ered, to which President Swlnney
8 O'CLOCK, AT SURETY IN- - sponded.
After President Swlnney delivered
VESTMENT COMPANY'S OFFICE.
his annual address, Secretary James
R. Branch, of New York, and TreasurThe Investigating and auditer Ralph Van Vechten, of Chicago,
ing committee of the late teirl-torla- l
submitted their annual reports. Then
fair, as far as practicable,
the reports of the auditing committee,
completed Its labors last night,
the executive council, and the commitand today the members signed
tees on protection of currency, unifindings,
etc.,
hence
the bit of
form laws, bureau of education, cipher
the chairman of that committee,
code and international form of money
1). A. Macpherson, announces a
order, were read and discussed.
meeting of the full fair executive
After the consideration of the routcommittee at the Surety Investine business before the convention
8
company's
ment
offices
at
had been finished, Frank A. Vanderlip,
o'clock tomorrow (Thursday) evvice president of the National City
ening.
bank, New York, and the Hon. Wm. B.
This special committee, after a
Ridgely, comptroller of the currency,
labor,'
Is ready
week or ten days'
Washington, I). C. .delivered short adto report, and the chairman anil
dresses.
members, without sending out
Immediately after adjournment the
special notices, hope that all
delegations from each state and terrimembers of the executive comtory met and elected members of the
mittee attend tomorrow night's
committee on nominations. That commeeting.
mittee will meet later in the day and
A committee, consisting of M.
may make Its report at the subsequent
W. Flournoy, O. N. Marron. Geo.
session of the convention with fhe unHrrggs,
Arnot and H. If.
visited
derstanding that the nominations of
the American Lumber company's
the committee shall not exclude the
mills this afternoon on account of
name of any other person otherwise
the fair, and had a conference
nominated in the convention.
The
Manager
with
Jones. This comvarious state anil territorial delegamittee will also report tomorrow
tions also elected members of the exnight.
ecutive council.
The program for this afternoon In
re-A- T

fDIfltlltllJIlf.

SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE SUN
OFFERED BY ADVERTISING SHOW

cludes a reception at tha White Houso
by President Roosevelt t
a men-ber- s
of the association and their ladies.
This evening the trustees of the Corcoran art gallery wld give a reception
to the delegates and their ladies at the
gallery, and later In the evening Secretary Shaw and Mrs. Shaw will receive the delegates and their ladles at
the Arlington hotel. The next business
meeting of the convention will be held
tomorrow morning.
The bankers applauded the mention
of President Roosevelt's name in the
welcoming address as signifying civic
honesty.
The convention enthusiastically adopted a resolution thanking President
Roosevelt for his action in bringing
about peace between Russia and Japan.
Secretary of the Treasury Shaw delivered an add res on the subject of a
merchant marine.
PRESBYTERIAN SYNOD
MEETS IN MONTANA.
Bozeman, Mont., Oct. 11. The annual meeting of the Presbytery of the
Montana Presbyterian synod was held
here today, and tomorrow the synod
will open its thirteenth annual meeting. About 100 delegates are expected. The meetings of the synod will
be held at the Presbyterian church,
and the first meeting will be held tomorrow evening. Many prominent
ministers are In attendance.
COWDY

RICH

A FORTUNE WHILE CONSUL GENERAL AT PARIS, AND
WILL SPEND IT IN INDIANA,

SAVED

Washington,

C

Oct. 11.

D.
Con-

sul General Jack

(lowdy Is returning from his pixst
in Paris, and now

announces his Intention of taking
up his residence
in Indiana and be
coming a farmer.
He ha been succeeded by Frank Mason. Gowdy is said to lie bringing
home with him $lo0,noi as the sav
ings cf ins term of office. This sum
he proposes to invest in Kush county
farm lands.
When Guwdy was appointed consul
to Pails by President McKinley, he
is said to have made a stern tesolu-tloto save not less than $1,000 a
mouth during his Incumbency. The
office 1b a fat one, netting from 114,000
to 110,000 a year, and Mr. Gowdy had
learned economy In the school of
lioosler rural life. It is further reported that Gowdy now desires to
finance a campaign for M'ibernatorial
honors, with himself in the leading
n

Chicago. Oct. 11. One of the most
The exposition Is held under tho
unusual and interesting special expo- auspices of the Chicago Advertising
sitions ever held In this city Is the association,
and embraces a highly
national advertising exposition, which
intei,stlng display of advertising
opened at the Coliseum today.
methods, appliances
and schemes.
Kvery branch of the advertising busiGIVEN IP RESIDENCE
ness Is represented and there are
SECRETARY WILSON HAS BACH- novel and original features in every
ELOR QUARTERS IN BIG HOTEL department.
In connection with the exposition,
THIS YEAR.
a convention of advertise: s has been
Washington, P. called, which will meet tomorrow for
C, (let. 11. Sec- the purpose of organizing all the adretary James Wil- vertising interests of the country, Inson, of the de- cluding merchants and manufacturers,
partment of agri- who seek publicity for the sale of
culture, has given their products, as well as representa- up his residence tives of regular and class publications
on Vermont ave- engravers, photog: aphers and others
nue, where he has connected with the crafts that bring
made his home consumers and producers in touch
i: !i cue another.
since he first
tered President
cabinet,
Addresses will be delivered by auand has taken bachelor quarters in thorities in the different branches of
Stonleiuh court. the largo anartmen t j the advertising business. A largo at- hotel build by the late Secretary Hay'. tendance is ex peeled.
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JAPAN SHOWS HONOR
TO VISITING AMERICANS
Toklo, Oct. 11. Premier
Katsura
gave a dinner today In honor of E. H.
Harriman. Miss Alice Roosevelt wu
present yesterday at a garden party,
given by Count Inouye, secretary of
the home office, In honor of Mr. Harriman.

iking of spain

.

and

the niece of Empress Augusta Victoria, was married today to Prince
uwr". uukie or
.
lK"M nephew of King Edward.
ln casue cere in tne presence C
g
f,l,out Jlf'y nt,mler of the royal f
)'e8 of e"'iany, among them being
uijt.7nji- aiju. empress.

will

1118 institute.
HAVE
TIME ABROAD
of musical art. established by James
police author-mothe- r,
as a memorial to bis deceased!. ,Marl1. Oct. 11.
who was a great lover of mu- - u'e8 nave been ordered to prepare for
sic. was opened today with approprl-- ; the departure of King Alfonso to Ger-at-e
ceremonies at the old Lenox. man- - niany November 3. The king will n
ln er"n November 6 to 12.
at No. f3 Fifth avenile. Mr. Frank mal
n the director of the lnstl-- i tendlug eIaborate festivities, military
tnte and ho has selected his staff of revlew and a Keral huat.
iv;t,"i:tA
:'h grea care. The ln- North Carotin Socialists.
nit,
dowi d wiC" 1500,000.
m.
fieenshoio,
Oct. 11. 8- I
Tenncasee M. E. Conference.
era!' hundred socialist from all part
Harriman, Tenn., Oct. 11. The an of this Rtate are assembled hera to
nual conference of the Methodist attend the socialist state convention
Episcopal church of this state met which opens here this afternoon. It
here today with a large attendance. Is understood that an effort will be
Bishop Charles Fowler of Buffalo, N. made to thoroughly organize the soY., presided. He Is one of the many cialists of the state and to carry on
prominent bishops of the church and an aggressive
campaign.
Several
has not presided at any conference prominent socialists will address the
for many years.
convention.

ii--

I.

re-slo-

During Today's Session.
thirty-firs- t

ADDS ABOUT SIX
MILLIONS TO CURRENCY.
Vancouver, B. C, Oct. 11. According to a dispatch from Dawson, the
gold shipments from the Yukon territory for the season of 1905, Just closed,
will be approximately $6,000,000.

x..

GERMANY

BLUE BLOODS MUST MARRY
AS "WELL AS PEASANTS
Glueckburg, Prussia, Oct. 11. Princess Victoria Adelhald, eldest daugh-

YUKON

AMERICAN BANKERS' ASSOCIATION

TO

PROBABLY SAME, BUT
SOMEWHAT ENLARGED)
Nagasaki. Oct. 11.- - The Norwegian
steamer Arlfrled and three German
steamers have been captured recently
while on the way to Vladlvostock.

granted an injunction reTypographical union No. 16
members, from interfering
employes or members of the,
Typothetae, the association '
of bosses against which the stiike was
declared. The Injunction forbids pick-- !
their places of business or at- tempting to bribe the scab employes
or uie printing nrms.

WEAR LIKE IRON."

W'-- I-

JUNKETS

Tokio, Oct. 11. The German steamships, Emstruse and Hang Wagner,
were seized yesterday off Kusan and
Nlshlma
respectively.
Both were
bound for Vladlvostock, carrying conalleged.
traband, It Is

has
straining
and its
with the
Chicago

A

DISTRICT ATTORNEY JEROME:

ALFONSO

UNION PRINTERS MUST NOT
BRIBE THE SCABS.
Chicago. Oct. 11. Judge Jesse Hol-de- n

J

r

FROM YUKON SIX MILLIONS

New York, Oct. 11. That an offer
has been made by a wrr.Tihy man of
New York to present $50,000 to Dr.
Behring if he will make known his
treatment for consumption, eJlted
great Interest In Paris, according
to a
lletald cable from that city.
Dr. Behring said that he would not
entertain tho offer In that form. "It
is a mistake," he said, "to Imagine
that I have kept my discovery secret.
But I have chosen, and will continue
to choose the persons to whom I make
My only desire
communication.
is
to have such collalioratlon as I know
will advance the matter."

be-fo- ie

been-made-

CONSUMPTION

HIS

OFFER

PRESIDENT OF THE METROPOLITAN LIFE RETURNS
.Victoria, H. C, Oct. 11. J. K. liegeman,, president of the Metropolitan
Life Insurance company of New York,
arrived from Japan last night. Ho said
the report that he went to Japan to
escape giving evidence at the insurance Investigation, was untrue, and
BANKER IS
that he woufd go direct to New York ALAMOSA SUPPOSED
TO BE DEAD.
to appear before the investigating
New York, Oct. 11. A reward of
committee.
$500 has been offered by the relatives
of Abrham Schiller, one of the offEQUITABLE ASSURANCE
TRUSTEES HOLD ELECTION icers of the defunct bank of Alamosa,
New York, Oct. 11. The trustees of Colo., for the confirmation of his presthe Equitable Assurance society have ent whereabouts, and If living or
been called to meet at the cflices of dead. .His relatives are now convinced
the company in tnls city this after- that he committed suicide, lie has
noon to transact business of consider- not been heard of since September
able Importance. The principal busi- 28, when he announced his intention
ness will be the filling of the six va- of going to Chicago. He came heie
cancies now existing in the board and to obtain financial assistance from bis
n!?o the consideration of the filling relatives.
of the 1905 class of directors to succeed those now In offlM. Of the thir- SOUTH METHODISTS HOLD
AN ANNUAL CONFERENCE.
teen of these, two places are now vacant, four are filled by oil members,
Bristol, Tenn., Oct. 11. The annual
tnd seven are htld by directors chos-t- n session of the Holston conference of
njn the recommend a '.ion of the the Methodist Episcopal church,
trustees at their meetings in June and south, opened at the State Stieet
Juiy.
Methodist church this morning. The
conference embraces nearly 200 clerical delegates
lay
and forty-fou- r
JUDGE BAKER MAY
members, besides many visitors and
officers.
The conference
PLEAD LIMITATION connectional
will make a number of cnanges and
new assignments and will also elect
Washington. D, C, Oct. 11. The delegates and alternates
to the gencharge of soliciting and accepting eral conference
of the church, which
campaign contributions In the cam- will be held next spring. Four delepaign of- 1902, made against United gates are to be chosen.
States Circuit Judge Raker of In
diana, by the civil service comrala- Women' Missionary Convention.
Blfcn, has been referred to the depart
Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 11. The
ment of Justice by the commission. Woman's Foreign Missionary society
The commission gave out a statement of this state, opened Its annual conIn which it was said:
"Statute of vention here today. The attendance
limitation Is the only defense which is large and all branches
in the state
can be offered to the charge."
are represented.
IN LAND OF CZAR
BACON SUCCEEDS LOOMIS
SOME THINGS HAPPEN.
BY TAKING OATH TODAY.
St. Petersburg, Oct. 11. The police
Washington, D. C, Oct. 11. Robert
today discovered on the outskirts of
Bacon of New York today took the
the city a number of secret printing oath
of office and qualified as assistshops which have been engaged In
B.
Issuing reslutionary proclamations. ant secretary' of state, Francis
.
oomis vacating that office.
Forty arrests have

FOREIGN FIELD

Make Public

From Japan-Equit- able Five Hundred Reward For Him
Dead or Alive, They
Trustees Meet
Believing
and Elect

VACANCIEV

GATHERED FROM

fifty Thousand Dollars Vessels are Reported Capto Dr. Behring to
tured on Their Way

Life Arrives

TO

XUMHEIt 2GI

HE WILL GIVE

FourMore Indictments

Speaker's Death.

11)05.

RICH MAN SAYS

Grand Jury Have Twenty

LegisIativeCommitteellas
Adjourned Because of

PRESIDENT

OCTOHEH

NEXT THE GRAND JURY

DOUGHERTY'S

INVESTIGATION

EVENING,

role.
DELAWARE TEMPERANCE
WOMEN HOLD CONVENTION.
Miifo.d, Del., Oct. 11 The twenty-sixt-

h

annual state convention of the
W. C. T. lT. of this Mate, opened at
Milford M. E. church this morning.
The convention, which Is unusually
well attended, was cull. J to order by
the president, Mrs. I'ii'iii i E. Calk, and
was
principally devoted to singing
and devotional exercises. There will
be a praise service and mother' business meeting in the af'ernoon, and a
meeting with music.
reading
and addresses In the evening. The
convention will close on Friday

FOR

SMALL

CHANGE

lX'.tvrg, a.V Oct. 51. There
no furt'ner developments today la

Cas
the

mysterious disappearance of Edward
Cunliffe, an employe of the Adams
Express company, and the missing
J 100,000,
which disappeared at the
same time as Cunliffe.
It Is known that the missing man
signed for the money package, containing $100,000, and It never reached
the money forwarding
of the
company.
There was also about $1,000 In the
Wood
street
of the company
Monday night, which is also missing.
The express company has paid the
bank In Cincinnati the $100,000 w'nich
was consigned to it, and was lost after
being in the custody of the express
company.
,
Q.

oce

.

oce

OHIO KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
IN ANNUAL CONCLAVE
Columbus, Ohio, Oct.

11.

SHERIFF TAKES OFFICES OF
HUBBELL AND VIGIL BY FORCE
Order of Board of County Commissioners is Promptly Executed and New Appointees are
Placed in Possession.

The Ohio

state conclave of the Knights

Tem-

plar opened here today with a parade
5iK) unifotmed knights of the
order. Colonel C. S. Ammel was In
command and was reviewed by the officers of the grand lodge and a number of Invited guests. The knights
also gave an Interesting fancy drill.
The business of the conclave will be
transacted tomorrow morning and In
the afternoon the members will be
taken on an automobile trip to various
points of interest in the city and vicinity.
of over

Another drama was enacted today
the fight for possession of the county offices made vacant by the recent
removals by Governor Otero, when
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo and deputies,
In compliance with an order from the
board of county commissioners, took
forcible possession of the offices of
Frank A. Hubbell and Eslavlo Vigil
ln the court house.
Immediately upon the convening of
the biard of county commissioners
this morning, two orders were passed
Session of Piedmont Convention,
directing Sliei iff Armijo to expel the
I.eesburg, Va., Oct. 11. The au- removed officials from then oflices ln
tumn session of the Piedmont conven- the court house, and to deliver postion of the Protestant Kplscopal session to tho newly appointed offchurch opened here today In St. icials to whom the offices rightfully
James church. Before the opening of belonged. The orders were so promptthe session, St. James' church, which ly executed by the sheriff that there
had just been completed, was conse- was no chance for resistance.
Armed with the orders, Sheriff Arcrated by the Right Reverend R. A.
Gibson, the bishop of tho diocese. mijo and deputies went to the office
Bishop Randolph, of southern Yiiginla, of Mr. Hubbell and demanded possesBishops Peterkin and Gravett of West sion, but this was refused. The sher
Virginia and the Rev. Berryman Green iff then sent a couple of deputies over
of Alexandria, Va assisted ln the con- - the railing and they opened the door,
(Mr. Hubbell and his deputy, Joe J.
secratlon service.

Sheridan, were then forced to get oat.
The vault was left locked.
K was much the same In tha rua
of Eslavlo Vigil. He refused to rec
ognize the order, but vacated whea
force was brought Into play.
i ne omciai orders to the sheriff, aa
passed by the board of county commissioners, are as follows:
Order Against Hubbell.
Whereas, Frank A. Hubbell In un
lawfully holding possession of certain
rooms ln the court houso, heretofore
used as offices by the treasurer and
collector of the county, and
has refused to deliver theui to Justo
R. Armijo, treasurer and
collector of the county, notwithstanding
the order of the board heretofore
made;
Now, therefore, it is ordered by the
board that the sheriff of the county
Immediately expel and remove the
said Frank A. Hubbell and his employes and agents from the said rooms
and to deliver possession thereof tu
the said Justo R. Armijo, and tnere-alte- r
to protect said Armijo la such
r
possession if It should be necesaary.
Order Against Vigil.
Whereas, Eslavlo Vigil is unlawWINS WABASH
fully holding possession of the room
iu tho court hou.d heretofore used
as an oflice by the superintendent of
RAMSEY schools
of the county, and has refused
to deliver the same to Andrew B.
Stroup, tho superintendent of schools
Toledo, Ohio, Oct.
J. Robert C. dowry and W. E. Sautters. of tho county, notwithstanding
the
Gould today won a decisive victory Ramsey did not make nominations in order of the lioard ueretofore made,
now therefore, it Is ordered by the
over Joseph Ramsey, Jr., ln the con- advance of the vote.
board that the sheriff of the county
test for tho control of the Wabash
Immediately expel and remove the
DIPLOMAT
RUSSIAN
said Eslavio YUil aud his employe
railroad, electing all six of the diand agents from the said room and to
rectors to be chosen by the bondROSEN, WHO HAS BEEN RESTING deliver possession to Andrew II. Stroup
holders.
UP, IS ONCE MORE PREPARED and thereafter to protect said Stroup
The vote cast by Gould was 228,-61In such possession,
as It should be
FOR HARD WORK.
uecessary.
against 31,840 by Ramsey. The
Wasnington,
V.
Call It Mob Law.
hitters claim of tho right to vote unC, Oct. 11. The
Couusel fur Hubbell and Vigil deder tbp cumulative system, was disnew Russian am- nounce the action taken this morning
allowed by the tellers.
bassador,
Baron as law ,and order, with a vengeance
Rosen, came to anil of a new stamp.
When the meeting was opened this
They contend
Washington
this that under all established precedent
morning, George Gr(,en, for Gould,
Cik1-Idgweek from
ajid decisions of the court tills action
withdrew tho nominations made yesPoint, Mass., is In utter disregard of law. They
w here tie has characterize
terday and uff'Stltuted the names or
such action as nothing
been spending a mu moo law. i ney are taking otter
Thomas H. Hubbard, E. T. Jeffery,
largo nortlon of steps in the court In order to bring
John T. Terry, Winslow S. Pierca. 11.
"
"c.c iuo uai - ,eeiy pnase ol tne present coutioversy
M. Galloway and E. T. Welles.
The oness, his wife,."i"
and Uaroness Ella J(
names withdrawn were Russell Sage, t.eth his daughter.
(Continued on Pago Flvs.)
ln

GOULD EASILY

FIGHT WITH JOSEPH

e

ajjiuqukj.qui: ktknino citizkx.

PAGE TWO.

To the Honorable Scnnte and House
of the United
of Representatives

THE EVENING CITIZEN

THE NEW MEXICO

TIIE PAJARITO CLIFF

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

BANK INSTITUTIONS

States:

-

11, 1905.

08
"The Synod of Now Mexico, now In
ENGLISH MISSION
DWELLERS' PARK
annual congregation at Las Vegas,
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Citizen Publishing Company N. M., respectfully present this meDental Surgeon.
morial to your honorablo liody, and
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
many years, open Many Prominent Methodists The
represents
for
that
Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
Order Excluding Tourists the
lartoa Uimcb thi public gambling
has existed and now
Both phones. Appointments made by
aiaaa MMr.
Mil M
exists in the territories of Arizona
mall
Now Silver City's
From Reservation Has
and New Mexico; that such gambling
tamund J. Alger, U. D. ft.
Is licensed, under the present acts of
No. 806 Itnllroad avenue
Oftie
hour
Guests.
Been Modified.
the legislature of these territories
:!K
a. m. to 12 M p. m.; 1:
p. m. to I
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
p. m. Telephone 452. Appointments marie
and Is a great and growing evil, which
by mail
Bhould be suppressed.
All otbrr
states of the I'nited States have CHURCH DEDICATION SUNDAY PcfclHirSARE
10 VISIT PUYE
LAWYERS.
passed stringent laws, prohibiting
MttaUl Piper of Betrnallllo Count) gambling and it yet remains for somo
Bernard 8. Rodey.
laws to be enacted which will proATTORNKT-AT-LAAlbuquerque,
The New Methodist English mission
It will be remembered that the presaiiilaaii' Praaa Hftamaaa Dtaaatthaa.
hibit such gambling In the territories
M.
N.
atten.lon lven to all eV
of the Methodist Kpiscopal church was ident of the I'nited Statofl, by procla- biinlnrna Prompt
Urfati Cttjr t Comity Oaalttt..
profession.
of the I'nited States.
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.
The Presbyterian Synod for the terishing food in such Miiall bulk. A aiMip'ur-.iThursday, October 5.
umi m a tinori inno 1 was points, go to Paulsen's
Association
vip.mus nnd perfectly well. I wish
ritories of New Mexico and Arizona,
M. Davidson, Pampa, Texas, 97 cows, soldier with a pac kage of Grape-NutRailroad ticket office. Railroad tickets
WouU
drew up a memorial to congress1 at its 78 1 pounds, $2.35.
in his haversack would have a food 1?"
'"oln-''.."'i
bought,
v
sold and exchanged.
r.. MiMiutii
i t oiuiHiund.
THE FORTY-SEVENT- H
morning session
YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 4, '05
Following were some sales of New supply adequate for several days
culling at,h
.,.
,f get able Com.
Ljd,'' h "'klmm
I
tention to the open licensed gambling Mexico anil Arizona hheep and lambs: marching and lighting, it wouldn't
PAY THE
CASH
HIGHEST
"
in the territories, describing the evil
Monday October 2.
rUh'! tou,?1
PRICE
take tip much loom and tho weight Is r01""1 "
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD
UfUlfB UM'l M L'lliflllvlia KllV CI11AIC IV
M.
and asking for lis suppression by
Larson, Portales. N. M., 497 nothing.1 i
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU
will
oroauUin,
produce
male
and
the
IK)
stringent laws, before the territories wethers,
BRO. BOTULPH,
pounds, $4.75.
"There's a reason,
PRESIDENT
beiieiii in I results in the case of SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOare given statehood. The memorial U
F. Ortcgt), Holbrook, Ariz.. ti50 feedCIATION
Look in each pkg. for the famnua samefciuk
114
TICKET OFFICE,
Miv
Merkley.
with
wuin.iii
as
tuy
as follows:
ing lambs, 59 pounds, $5.90.
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
Utile book, "lhe Koad to Wellville."
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REPORT OF THE CONDITION

UNDERMINES THE HEALTH

When the germs of malaria enter tbt
blood the entire health is affected, and il
the blood is not purified of these pcrnu
and
Chronic Srrs and I' leers,
Liver Splotches. Chills and
l ever, Iloils,
Aches and Pains, and a prent variety ol
troubles manifest themselves, Bnd soot-thentire system is undermined, lcavinp
the sufferer a prey to a most miserable,
weak and nervous condition.
613 W. Market St., Loulsvilla, Ky.
Tot several years I suffrd with Chilli
ml Fever, caused by Malaria in tny
system, and each Hummer lor several
year 1 would have a relnpse.
my physician prescribed 8. 8. S. Fmallv
I took
a few bottles; this was about six
agro. It entirely cured me, and
fears never been troubled since. I am
sura no other medicine could have riven
me so complete and Immediate relief,
and I cannot apeak t"o highly of S. 8. 8.
My partner in business is now taking
B. 8. B. for an erurjtion of the skin, and
a general run down condition oft lie ays-tern, and alihouRh henna taken but one
bottle, already commences to feel better
I. SHAPOf F.
S. S. S. counteracts and drives all the
poison from the blood and builds up the
system by its fine purifying qualities and tonic effects. It strengthens
every part, increases the appetite, help?
the stomach and digestion, and hv supplying the body with rich, pure blood
cures Malaria and all its disagreeable ailments. Vnlikc
most blood medicines S. S. S. is
purely vegetable. It does not
contain a particle of mineral
PURELY VEGETABLE.
of anv kind to
disagreeably afreet the stomnch, diges
tion and bowels, hut by cleansing ami
strengthening the Mood, puts every pari
of the body iu healthy condition. Book
on the
a"d a"y medical advice de
,lreJ without charge.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Gt

OF Till lease from the railroad company. The
Ftttsburg company took the view that
the Sant Fe could not aDow wells to
he drilled on Its rlscht of way and Immediately brought an Injunction suit
to stop the drill. This suflt was first
argued lust May, and resulted In the
granting of a temporary Injunction.
The matter came up for a final hear
ing at Sedan a couple of days ago and
the court, after a full heating had
per
been given, made the Injunction
.,
rg
111
"" ouaiaiiH-- iuc
""""
company In every point It made. The
case has proven nn Interesting one
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS, AUGUST 25,
to oil men all over the state, because
the points Involved were new to law
In Kansas and have a bearing on every
property In Kansas through which
oil
General Manager H. R. Williams of a railroad passes.
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
railroad, havNig resigned to take a WASHINGTON WANTS A
position elsewhere, his duties will, be
-$1,191,220.39
Loans and Discounts,
Capital and Profits,
285,030.28
PRESIDENTIAL TRAIN.
assumed by W. J. Underwood, formWashington
There
Is
In
In
talk
that
erly assistant general manager of the view of the embarrassment
which
63,222.60
Bonds,. Stocks, Real Estate,
209,000.00
Circulation,
road.
President Roosevelt and his friends
suffer from the necessity of their us--The Arizona & Colorado surveyors ing specials tendeied
38,500.00
Banking House and Furniture,
Deposits,
2,470,928.21
by the railroads,
under charge of Engineer Milton, of the country,
president
whenever
the
started in Monday at Flora Vista, makes a trip, a bill is likely to be preUnited States Bonds, $ 323,000.00
San Juan county, to run a line from sented to congress this winter for an
that point to Farmington that It is appropriation
to provide a special
1,663,015.50
thought will make some change in the train for the president.,
Cash and Exchange, 1,3(0,015.50
which shall be
original line.
owned by the government and placed
Total,
$2,955,958.49
Total,
$2,955,958.49,
The Industrial association of Texas at his disposal whenever he takes a
railroads will hold Its next quaiterly trip on land. Just as naval vessels and
meeting in Fort Worth, October 12, revenue cutters are placed at the
been called by the executive pesal of the president, the membeis
committee. The object of the asso- - of the cabinet and the assistant
is to foster agricultural enter-- ! retarles of the navy when they go tou ' also proposed that an apprises and assist in this woik by con-- , 8Paproprmuon ue maae tor me operation
certed action
of the train and for hauling it over the
o
The Raton call boys of the A.. T. & different lines of railroads.
S. F. railway have verything under,
way for their annual grand ball at the: GULF LINE HELD AN
opera house Wednesday night, Oct 18
!i nurtured at one of the Carnegie mill.
B
mra
"
,
me can Doysi axe very eno.gei.iu
,....,
& in riusuurg, fur experimental service
caeo.
holders
Is
Rock
of
the
and
nh
As it
uiir Biiuimi rvrms i .!..
ra'llwav company was neiu at ' on the Pennsylvania railroad
house have always been very success-,11116
pounds, or
directors ' weKhs
Ona Cent Per Word
lnsrHon
ful. This year they promise to eclipse0" vvortn to elect sevenyear.
1
estimate Its cost
and officers for the ensuing
' 11 13 ea,sv
The or
all preWous efforts.
Te las--re
proper classification idt for this caiamn mast be la the oil Ice before 1 o'clock
directors elected are Robert Mather, pretty accurately by consulting the
p. m. Ads phoaeo receive the same careful attentioa that It (Ives lo ads bro(ht to office.
Preliminary to building a branch New York; Den L. Winchell, Chicago; quotation for steel rails. With 28thea
to
selling
$25
from
at
latter
Hovey,
B.
S.
Newby,
G.
Nev.,
W.
San
O.
W.
Goldfield,
the
railroad to
steel ties could not be had for
FOR SALE
Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake com- Turner and N. H. Lasiter, Fort Worth, ton,
Ipfltt thwn 12 nnlprn.
SECURE A GOOD POSITION
The ffpxt
FOR"SALE-Slx-roopany proposes to establish an auto- and J. B. Wilson, Dallas. The officers much
"brick house
paying
Opportunities
us
writing
by
tfxxr
preceding number of the Engineering $5,ooo ft year now open for capable Salesmen. Execumobile service, by which traffic be elected are: President, Ben L. Win' News
corner of Marquette avenue and
re- tive. Clerical and Technical men. One of tha ia,ouo
regarding
contained
a
letter
president,
Vegas
Hovey;
chell;
Bull
B.
S.
vice
and
tween Its line at Las
Fifth street; modern; $3,200. E. H.
Samuel employers wliutn e serve wtnts men of
frog, In the Goldfield dlstiict, Is to be secretary and treasurer, F. E. Mitchell, inforced concrete ties, from
ability salesmen, mftnatrern of salesmen and
Dunbar & Co.
of
engineer
chief
Rockwell,
assistant
salesmanship
to
64
Appi
imwho
office
of
assistant
In
place
understand
plans
oval
of the
for future
three
carried In ten hours,
house on
SALE Two-roogiving
permanent salaried positions Kxcellent opportunity lor FOR
road,
is
which
Shore
Lake
the
provements
stage.
system
by
en
required
of
an
and
the
days, as now
High
w rue us iooay iaung pu&iimo uciui
street ln Highlands; lota of
advancement,
m
m
m
trial. From that
dorsement of what has already been them an extensive appears
trees, etc; lot, 62x142; $900. K. U.
(Ino.), Brain Brokers
that, in- HAPCOODS
There Is considerable talk of
done In this respect was given the communication It
911 Chemical Building-- St. Louis
Dunbar fe Co.
material,
cluding
ties
these
labor
and
becoming a division point on officials by the stockholders.
The
e
WANTED
FOR SALE Good restaurant,
cents eacu.
the Ell Paso & Southweste. n, and from sum of 1179,000 Is to be used In lm- - ?oula De naa lor auoui
or partly furnished. Cheap, If
Brewery & Ice Co. In respect to cost alone the advant- - WANTED Clean rags. inquire at
all Indications there seems to be some provements of the system In Texas.
sold at once. 120 West Silver aveThe Citizen offlce.
age would seem to be with conciete.
foundation for the report. Hail the
A
HOME INDUSTRY.
nue.
L Durability must also be considered
WANTED
day when such result takes place, says PENNSYLVANIA TO EARN
rhree painters, highest
cheapest article of a
FOR SALE I, the underslgued, will
Auto. Phone, 4Mo. 92.
wages. C. A. Hudson.
Cofo. Phone, Black, No. 93.
the Caftan News, for it will mean the
ENORMOUSLY IN EAST. however.
receive bids for the frame building
opening up of that section, and prove
Predictions tlm the gToss earnings f'.Y.en 'ass Is not always the bestto WANTED Roomers and uoarders.
Benjamin
now occupied by S.
&. Co.,
a source of great benefit to the entire on the lines of the Pennsylvania rail- - v,hen H re V becomes advisable
417 West Silver avenue.
'
west Railroad avenue, whjch is to
someth ng in place of the wood-h,,- r WANTED Girl to assist with cook-in- g
country.
road directly operated east of ruts- necessary
be taken away or torn down, as the
,n,,M runh nin mi nnn tn h en tie, it will doubtless be
Third
315
housework.
South
and
has
commission
purchaser may choose, as it must bo
The Texas railroad
the street.
fiscal year ending December 31, 1905, to. revise theoreKinS figures, but dlsoff the lot where it now stands on or
been advised that all the leading rail or
$12,000,000 more than In 1904, bid cheapness of concrete must be
N
A
TED
A
W
at
to
preparing
are
roads In the state
about January 1, 1906. J. L. La
regarded until something is known
to be realized
once. Apply at No. 208V4 WestOold
Driere, Architect, rooms 26 and 27,
file injunction proceedings ln the fed- fairThat
few
A
qualities.
lasting
its
about
was
based on the ex
avenue.
was
ago
paragraph
Harnett building, city.
eral courts to restiain the enforce- pectationestimate
a
weeks
short
earnings
on these
that the
ment of all of the freight rates
to the WANTED Plain sewing; childrens
lines would average at least tinted by many newspapers
LOST.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
619
specialty.
by the commission.
It Is eastern
clothing a
West
No.
111,500,000 a
for the last fiveieffect that a number of concrete ties
LOST A sterling silver,
Railroad avenue.
stated that this action Is to be taken months of the month
year. August has now which had been on trial on the Lake
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all carta
at the instance of the bondholders of shown $11,914,898 and September will Shore road had been removed because WANTED Man to worn around city N. Y. Athletic club medal, laet night
of the World.
at the Casino. Return to this office
Taken by
the several railroads.
home. Good position for responsible
dotibtless exceed this. How large cur- they were disintegrating.
Connections at Torrance, N. M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and receive reward.
man. A., tnis omce,
gross earnings are running may Itself, that fact was unpromising. Mr.
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
It is generally reported in Tucum-carl- , rent
was
Rockwell,
it
shows
however,
that
Call
room
A
diulug
lrl.
WANTED
Is
Fe,
be
N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
when
realized
it
remembered
and the source of information
not representative. The few ties which
'
Co
Fe wfth the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
at restaurant. No. 805 fitmth First
" '
.
comes' from railroad men, that Tucum-cai- i that not until this year have the gross did give slgiiH of breaking up had
street, opposite freight depot.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight
will be made the division point earnings in any month been as large been In exceptionally unfavorable conOrgans. Horses.'
on
Pianos.
Furniture.
as
your
$11,000,000,
expected
is
freight
Send
and it
that ditions.
via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific rait
A
woman for htucisi wagons and other Chattels; also on
on the eastern divslon of the El Paso
Either they were near Joints WANTED
way, via Torrance, N. M.
,
Apply to Mrs. Dr. sa.r.ARipa Aism WiRifHniism nn.
housework.
& Southwestern, the Dawson, ajd the some of the losing months of 1905 ln
.
'
they
had
or
been
else
the
rails
I
Alpass.
will
Tour
$12,000,000
mark.
respectfully
the
business
Chicago-Roc- k
avenue.
solicited.
717
Pearce,
Railroad
West
The
Island railroads.
n!gh)()
as
low
aa
as
J10.00
CEIPTS.
and
groups
of
sandwiched
between
in
sur1905
In
ready
have
three months
W. H. ANDREWS,
first and the lat, which now have
8. B. ORIMSHAW.
wooden ties whose greater elasticity WAN 1 ED Ladies lo bring their hair, as 1200.00, ixans are qutcKiy maae
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
their division at Santa Rosa, will move passed $11,400,000. m
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. All
exposed the rigid concrete tie to the
It to Tucumcarl.
0
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave month to one year given. Goods re-l- v
FRANK DIBERT, AssL Secy, and Treas,
special strains.
Moieover, the Lake
EXPERT TESTIMONY IS
nue
main ln your possession. Our rates
3,000 more
still
has
about
Shore
J.
LYNO.
road
P.
GIVEN
ON
RATES.
FREIGHT
A.
L.
ORIMSHAW,
The Farmington Times says: Work
are reasonable. Call and see ns 'beGentleman a second-hanCity Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Expert testimony on the subject of of these ties in place, and some of WAN TED
Traveling Frt. and Pasi. Agt 0
on the Denver & Rio Grande depot be- freight rates
clothing. No. 615 South First street, fore borrowing.
were laid fully three years ago.
them
Judge
was
ln
(iven
GENERAL
OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M. 15
gan last Friday. It will be 80x30 feet Uethea's
LOAN
CO,
HOUSEHOLD
THE
south of viaduct. Send address and
court Friday In the Inter- When they are arranged in continuous
and will be a substantial building that state commerce
succession, says Mr. Rockwell, they
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. Steamship tickets to and from all
suit
commission
parts of the world.
will be a credit to the town. The Rio against seventeen western railroads. seem to meet the requirements of
WANTED First class dressmaking,
Grande realizes that this is to be one T. V. Tomlinson,
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
laheavy service. It thus appears that
remodeling
secretary
of
cleaning
of
the
and
also
of the most important places on the
316 West Railroad Ave.
Stock Giowers' associa- the case has not yet been decided
dies' clothes. At 113 Iron avenue,
line when the extension is made to American
PRIVATE OFFICES.
to the concrete, as might
Congregaagent
tion
of
of
for
Denver,
the
doors
south
traffic
the
three
Open Evenings.
the south, and is preparing for it. The Chicago Live Stock exchange, and for have been supposed.
church.
tional
depot is located at the end of Behreffd fiteen years
An enormous variety of steel ties WANTED
freight
TO DINE WELL
with
WHERE
Chicago wholesale
the
connected
Dy
Lmttmr Mtrndrn
street.
department of a number of western have been tried in the Tast twenty
e
and mall order house, assistant SANTA
RESTAURANT
years. Some, if not all of those which
was
on
roads,
and
witness
stand
woman)
the
this
manager
or
for
(man
MEALS AT ALL HOURS. Quick
SCOTTY WANTS TO
Not Mmam
was questioned at length by counsel have failed, have failed because of
county and adjoining territory. Sal- time, good service, at reasonable
BREAK RECORD AGAIN. regarding
his opinion of the reason an incidental feature, and not on ac
ary $20 and expenses paid weekiy; prices. The nearest place in
lrosrmm
Angeles,
A dispatch from Los
dated ableness of rates on cattle, dressed count of an inherent fault.
Those
expense money advanced.
Work
Invltmtlon
to Santa Fe depot. Open
October 8, says:
Walter Scott, the meat and packing house products.
which were Introduced on the North- permanent. No day and night. Bar ln connection.
pleasant;
position
Cmtmlogumm
Death Valley Croesus, who recently
"In my opinion the present rates on ! ern railway In France proved disap
investment or experience required.
LYNN, HAVEN BAY, and BLUE
broke all railroad time between Los live stock from Missouri river points pointing, because the rivets worked
Blank Book
particulars
full
Write at once for
POINT OYSTERS ln any style. First
Angeles and Chicago, has returned and southern Minnesota to Chicago loose. The
Carnegie tie,
Hmomlpt Book
envelope. street and Silver avenue, opposite dO'
enclose
and
mounfrom his mine in the Funeral
are too high," said he. "The rates on which has already had a trial on a
& Co., 132 Lake pot. Meal tickets, 21 meals, for $5.
Cooper
Thomas
J.
tains with 100 pounds of gold ore and live stock should be lower than on road running from Pittsburg to Lake
street, Chicago, 111.
announces that he will immediately dressed meat and packing house pro- Erie, needs no rivets, and thus far
Dy Chicago manufacturWANTED
Wards of Pneumonia.
In othor word
charter another special train and ducts from these points. Even with has pioved satisfactory.
It is clear,
ing house, person of trustworthiness All coughs, colds and pulmonary comRooms
rs turn out
break the record between Los Angeles equal rates on these commodities, the then, that the contest between steel
quickly
local
plaints
are
with
curable
familiar
that
somewhat
aie
and
o
vorythl n g m
and New York, by making the Journey live stock interest will be discrimin- and conrete Is still open, and that a
ofCough
In
Cure.
branch
by
One
territory
Minute
as
assistant
cured
prlntor
know
at the rate of a mile a minute.
ated against. The present schedules final Judgment may not be practicable
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. Per- Clears the phlegm, draws out InflamOMf to do .
are unfair to Chicago. They give an for years. New York Tribune.
re- mation, and heals and soothes the afNo
position.
Investment
manent
LARGE BAGGAGE RECORD
advantage to the south St. Paul and
quired.
Previous experience not fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
GOOD WORK IN STOCKING
FOR DENVER OFFICE. Missouri river market.
Address, wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
essential to engaging.
10
STREAMS WITH FISH.
From August 30 to September
Durln? his testlmnnv Mr Tnmlinsnn
Manager Branches, Corao Block, pleasant to take. Sold by all drug92,767 pieces or baggage were checked endea voi ed to compare the rates on
S. L. Harker of Reulah, who leceived
Chicago.
gists.
by the baggage department at tlie iivtJ stock and packing houso prodticts a large consignment of rainbow trout
FOR RENT
union depot in Denver. Of this amount shipped to Chicago, and the railroad from the government fish car ln Las
MlRCHAntAILORING
61,300 pieces were received and 11, - lawyers objected, but were overruled. Vegas, says that the trout were plant- FOR RENT Furnished" room. 213
458 pieces forwarded. In addition to t1io Wtness declared that if the rates ed in the Sapello, twenty-fivmiles
West Marquette.
AND
that a large amount was leceived and to xe"w York from Chicago were the north of that city, and that out of all FOR RENT Rooms with board. 315 UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
SHERMAN-WILLIAMforwarded during that time In special banl(, as from Missouri river .points the minnows received only about 30
PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
South Third street.
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
Alwaya
........ cm, uuu
cars, not cheeked, which wouia in- - to Chicago there would be little.
died
lilt; ......I
Hem a
Covers more, looks best, wears
.
uuiu
rooms
Two
furnished
KENT
FOR
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
r
mock. Plaster, Lime, Cement,
crease tne number to at least iuii.immi
wore rrom two and
to three
longest,
most
full
economical,
for Hunt housekeeping. Inqulie at
pieces. Duiring the month of Septem- - itcci tvn rfiVTDFTF
lm hes in length. Over luO.000 minmeasure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
I
300 North Broadway.
My merchant tailoring shop Is up-- '
nows were planted between Glorieta
bcr the tota number of pieces handled, :J,LLL nnu vll.il.KL C
room,
avehouse,
modern
03,-FOR
HEXTSix
20'J
over No.
West Railroad
stairs
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
was 170.205, being an increase of
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
ffJR RAILROAD TIES and Itatou.
rlo.--e
In, to be let from November 1. nue, where I solicit the patronage of
20 over the month of September,
Apply
Trotter.
F.
to
F.
the public. All work guaranteed nrsiTHE ROD NOT SPARED
U'01'
i
. . .
:
"
HAS
EXPERIMENT
DEVELOPED
a
flnsa aa I hatra tifld fift ppn vpnn'
Nice room
NOR LIKEWISE BOYS. FOR RENT
.
v
iniAttfl
i
fn
hiiKlneKH
Sulfa
tha
it is reported that several of
415 North Secnew and pleasant.
COLORADO A. SOUTHERN
2?
'
Mipuquerque
machine Works
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
minor young men of sportond street.
MAKES LARGE EARNING.
EFFECTIVENESS.
ing proclivities, were caught by their FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms; repaired. The sieclnc I use will notQ
gross and net earnings of the
ft. R. MALL, Proprietor
fathers in an undesirable reso.t, SatColorado & Southern railroad for the
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments;,
Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; 8haftlng.
Iron
Brass
and
useyears
some
the
Within
few
last
made."
night,
walking
urday
skirts
and found not to be so
also cleaned and
fiscal year, according to the report ful
Railroad avenue.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Meul; Columns and Iron Frouta for
Information about two kinds of large but that the rod was w ielded
A
me a trial.
public yesterday by Frank
made
Buildings.
FOR RENT Tw elegaiit rooms, tiuit-tn- l to order. Uive
railway
ties
accessible
!A
has
been
ma.le
BAMBINI.
O.
witn desirable effect.
Trumbull, president, were the laige.st
wife. 415 North
man
for
able
Ropmlr on Mining and Mill Machlnory a Specialty
to
the
general
Though
is
public.
it
in the history of the copany. A sum- not as complete
Hon. (I if preferred.
Second street.
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
A Pleasure to All.
as could be desired,
Faith Not Necessary.
mary of the report follows:
rooms for You may be Just as skeptical and pes
now possible perhaps for the No Pill is as pleasant and jiosltlve as FOR RENT Furnished
dross earnings, ?6.2S,743; Increase, it,firstis t!!i!-housekeeping, Lar-ri
and airy.
to compaie the cost of the DeWitt's Little Early Risers. These
simistic as you please. Kodol will
$326,056. Operating expenses, $1,54D,-217- ;
and Railroad digest what you eat whether you eat(
ner of Sixth
increase, $'.'!i3,781. Net earnings, principal substitutes which have been Famous Little Pills are so mild and
avenue.
effective that children, delicate ladles
or not. You can put your food ln ai
$1,688,526; increase, $232,274. The re- proposed for the wooden tie.
In Its latest Issue Engineering News and weak people enjoy their cleansing FOR RENT Two ruJ, rooms for bowl, pour a little Kodoi Dyspepsia
port shows a surplus over operating
lU
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND RE V
I
"cr
light housekeeping.
Mrs. H. E. Cure on It and It will digest It the
expenses and fixed charges of $010,315, gives a description of one of the many effect, while Btrong people say they
by
soldmr
pills
are
Sold
your
forms
of
Broadway
been
have
liver
best
corner
the
steel
the
7T
which
Rutherford,
I
of
It
same
tie
will
It
as
In
and
(I I
stomach.
' ninuivj
an Increase of $174,474.
Iront avenue.
can't help but cure Indigestion and Vy-- )
The report is purely routine in char- invented. It Is the tie now being man- all druggists.
Harness, Spring Wagons Built to A
It Is curing hundreds and, A
FOR RENT Sunny, beautifu.ly furn spepsla.
acter and devoted exclusively to staished front room, wi'h alcove; pri- thousands some had faith and some
tistics regarding the earnings and expenses and equipment and other stavate home; very pleasant for lady. didn't. Kodol will cure you If medi
cine can cure you, whether you have V
V
315 West
avenue.
HORSESHOEING
tistical facts of the road.
FOR RENT
Apartments in paik faith ln it or not. Sold by all drug- 0
gists.
CARRIAGE
SANTA FE CANNOT DRILL
PAINTING
View terrace, right rooms each;
FOR OIL ON ROADBED.
modern equipment throughout. H.
EVDecision has been given by the dis- Citizen's Readers Chance for Profit - Everyone Oi?ght to
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
M. Tilton. room H". n."ant block.
trict court at Sedan, Kan., making
A
t
ifully furnished ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.
RENT
Road ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
Foil
A Cor. First Street
permanent the temporary Injunction
Grasp this Opportunity.
front rooms, single or en suite;
Borrow Trouble.
Don't
secured aealnst the Atchison, Topekat
family; for
and wife,
& Santa Fe railroad company by the!
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything,
W., this of- - but the worst thing you can possibly,
or two ladies. A f
Pittsburg Crude Oil and Gas company,! To have even a simple case of in- aeli and perfect health.
When there are pains and distress FOR REN T Nicely' t irnls bed 'fiats borrow, Is trouble. When sick, sore,
of lMttsluirk, Kan. This declsidh pro- - digestion Is to have "inside informaAlso
by the
ami rooms for
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
hiblts the rail mad company from bor- tion" of suffering that warns of seri- after eating, heachaclies, belching of
0
QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor
Hat with p:an". Apply Mrs. pains and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
ing for oil on Its right of way and is
jjases, a sour taste in the mouth,
E. K. Norris, eas' end of viaduct, ness, BrUht's disease, and similar Incf such luiiKirtance that the road will ous trouble in the fu'upe, unless the
heartbsm. specks before the
eyes, furred tongue, sleeplessness, nercor. Iron ave. "! J din St.
Is strengthened.
carry it probably to 'he highest court. digestive
ternal disorders, don't sit down ad
0
Every reader of The Evening Citl-ze- vousness or backache, the stomach FOR RENTTwo l.ir-'- e store rooms. brood over your symptoms, but fly for
The oil company has one of the
should grasp the opportunity of- needs the help of
best oil properties in the state ana
warehouse and twelve Ilvlnz rooms, relief to Electric Hitters. Here you
after it ha bored several wells, some fered by J. H. O Rielly & Co., to t y
Ak J. II. O'Rielly & Co., to show suitable for hotel purposes, with- will find sure and permanent forget jO FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies. Imported 0
large yard In reur and all neces- fulness of all your troubles, and youn
parties under the name of Jones Bros.
at their rik. Jut one little you the gua;antee under which they
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
box of this rem- svll
an oil well near those 'tablet out of a t
This valuable remedy
sary outhouses. Eve ythlng new and body will not be burdened by a load of
bein drillingcompany
User served. Finest and best llmpos! and Domeutlo Cigars.
O
on the Santa Fe edy before each meul for a few days, costs you nothing unless it restores
P.rault,
of
drugslsts.
Price,
At
disease.
all
corner
debt
Mrs.
of the looal
modern.
0
J 5Uc.
Marquette
avenue,
Guaiauteed.
right of way under the terms of a and you will soon have a strong stoni- - health.
Broadway and
Andrew Dlvlno, aged 64 years, and
for many of those years connect on
with the Santa Fe at Las Vegas, died
In that city Monday, from pneumonia.
Mexican Central firemen are on a
strike. They demand three cents a
kilometer, Alabama coal for fuel, and
helpers. The company concedes everything except the coal, Which they
claim Is too expensive,
"
Representatives. t. the Illinois Cen- 11.. !...,.. I
i
u.
iuloh:u
irai uuulll etuiinujr
in Birmingham, for which $130,000 was
lald. Options aie also held on
property, to be used for terminal purposes by the Central.
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NOT THE CRY THAT

The
Hustler, In nn rditorlnl lu lis last
issue, has lliig to say:
"President Muriihy of tlio Phoenix railroad
returned from & trip to tho oast and gavo out an interview in which he states that a Joint statehood bill will
not be passed at the coruinu session of congress. Of
course, no ono is surprised at this, in view of the fart
that he was the speaker at. the l'hoeiilx
convention, who told the assembled olUco.huldera that
they must not allow tho question to be submitted to the
people or it would carry. It is not his statement as to
what congress will do that is interesting, hut it is the latter part of his inter. lew, in which he makes some very
frank statements that proves what we have long contended.
"He says that ho has suggested to the delegate from
Arizona that no effort be made to secure statehood of
any kind for at least a coupie of terms of congress. Do
you gee the point? We have told you all along that those
who were opposed to joint statehood did not want statehood of auy kind, and here is the admission from one
high in authority. If you want statehood at all Join with
us who, are working for the only kind that is obtainable
for yearg to come."
The Carlsbad Argus, which has been one of the most
unfaltering "me too," separate statehood journals of the
territory, inadvertantly In its last issue let it be seen
that the same desire for no statehood also animates the
antix of New Mexico. It said:
"There Is not a singie good reason why New Mexico
should lose its individuality and be merged into that of
Arizona. Statehood is not such a priceless boon that everything can be sacrificed to secure It. In good time, perhaps at the coming congress, statehood will be offered
the territory within Its present boundaries, and as that U
the desirable condition it can be waited for a little
time."

APPLE CROP SHORT

The crop of apples in Canada and the United States
seems from all reports to be very much under the average yield. The falling off must be about 40 per cent. As
a consequence buyers are very eager to make contracts.
Good apples will be In great demand later on and those
who hold their stock till then will obtain much more than
the present prices.
In some parts of New York state pickers are paying
as much as $2.25 to $2.35 for fancy Spies, Kings, Graven-stein- s
and Duchess ,the latter price being, of course, for
exceptionally fine fruit. In Maryland and other parts of
the Union the same condition obtains.
Ontario fruit bears the best reputation in the west
for flavor, and there is no reason why we should not ship
large quantities to Winnipeg, says a Canada paper. Olie
of the causes which have militated against this trade is
the fact that a good deal of the fruit has been picked too
green. Teh greener the fruit when pickedm shrdlu iuea
green. The greener the fruit at the time of picking the
greater will be the heat generated when placed in packages. Several cases have occurred showing a tempera
ture of 75 and 78 degrees when the surrounding tempera
ture was 50 to 60 degrees, whereas when properly cooled
it has been got down in some cases to 44 degrees.
The short supply will certainly cause higher prices
later on, for after making due allowance for freight and
Insurance, the price in Liverpool, which is now $4 to
95.40, will warrant higher prices than are how being paid
";
' v
. .
.V'
in this. country.At Himejl, in Japan, In the midst of the war, Japan
ese officers established a school where Russian reading
and writing were taught to the Russian prisoners of war.
'The Bixty students at the start rapidly increased to one
thousand. Hundreds of poor peasants who entered the
war densely ignorant of all save their own immediate environment will f;ci back home with the blindfold removed,
with the wide world spread out before them, and with
the voices of the ages whispering to them wisdom. It
seems an irony of fate that these poor Russian peasants
had to be driven 6,000 miles away to Manchuria, compelled to fight the Japanese, be taken prisoners, and then be
taught by their enemies to read and write their own language. And yet, had Japan leen moved by desire to
weaken and eventually destroy the government of
the czar no more direct method could have been employed that that of teaching the Russian peasants to read
and write. Every peasant who returns to his native district with that spark of education will become amid the
gloom a glowing torch. New sparks will le struck; new
torches will be kindled; for education Is a fire that never
dies, but ever spreads.
vlt-lall- y

Jeff Tong, living near K.orence, Cole., has a fad of
own,, says the Florence Citizen. It Is the cultivation
of wild plum trees that had larger fruit than the rest.
He has been in the habit of marking the trees that bore

know it Is almost evening,
But the twilight hour Is long.
If you listen and heed each cry of need
You can right full many a wrong.
For when wo have finished tho journey
We will all look back and say:
"On life's long mile there was nothing worth while
But the good we did on the way."
I
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THE LATE

PRACTICE

found unprofitable for other crops. Through care and
cultivation these plums have increased in size until some
already average as large as the domesticated fruit. He
has six distinct varieties varying in taste and size. His
wild plum patch covers an acre but he considers it a better money maker than his larger orchard of apples and
other fruit.
When President Mct'all, of the New York Life Inin his business
realiy trembled at the approach of a session of the legist
lature, he was making an appeal for sympathy, but most
people who have closely followed the course of the investigation in New York, says the San Francisco Chronicle, will be apt to look at the matter in a different way
and Bay that if there was not so much downright ras
there would be fewer temptations to venal legiH.ators
to introduce cinch bills. Men who work honestly are
never the victims of such legislation.

surance company, declared that those

Just Right
The young man wants all the late
style kinks, and gets them all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers ate some of the
leatures the young gentleman will
want in evidence In his fall stilt.

j

Young Men's
Double

$7.50 to $20.00
Yous7ngr''$9 50fo $20.00
The young man that Has never
been here for clothes will do well
to com.

I

AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANITARY UNDERWEAR.

W

M MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

O'RELL'S

ADVICE TO BACHELORS.

The following original description of
the perfect wife is taken from a book!

ECONOMIES

From Scientific American

humorist. Just published in Paris.
.Marry a woman, he writes, "small
er than yourself. Do not marry a
An interesting question that comes up in every woman whose laugh Is foiced and
does
spring from the heart, but
household is the disposition of waste. The railroad house- marry not
a woman who enjoys a. Joke,
keeper is careful to study out any economy, and the and looks at the bright side of
waste along the whole line is economically disposed of.
"Marry a girl who is a bit of a phil
Waste pins, pens, paper, old brooms, mops, bottles and osopher. If you take a girl to the
wornout machinery of locomotives are gathered up along theater and on hearing that there are
no seats In tho stalls or circle, she
the route and sold for junk or "old scrap."
gayly exclaims: 'Never mind, let us
A fcmall item one would say, but a large one when go Into the gallery!' marry her.
It
considered in its true light. From waste paper alone last will he easy to live happily with a
girl
willing
to sit even on the
year the Santa Fe road realized a profit of J30UO. Pens, back who Is
benches with her husband.
shingles and nails proved of important value. The total
"IV not marry a woman who has
va.ue of the "scrap heap" reached the Bum of $1,250,000. the fast ways of what is called 'smart!
Of course, the greater part of the waste came from the i society.' If you go to pay a visit and
wornout locomotives and cars, which are sent to the must wait half an hour while she
scrap heap after they have ceased to be of further value finishes her toilet, do not marry her.
to the company. But on the small household Items men- But If she comes to you immediately
and simply dressed, she is a girl of
tioned upward of $100,000 were realized. Everything is common
sense. Marry
especially
saved and everything is economically disposed of. Even is not too prolix in herher,excuses for
the ashes are sold or utilized for Improving the road- appearing in negligee.
bed.
"Mairy a girl who cares a lot for
The equipment of stations today with slot machines, her father, who takes an interest tu
literature and restaurants has greatly increased the la- seeing that his study Is In order, who
bors of the housekeeping department. In some Instances likes to sit on his knee, and who cnlls
by all sorts of loving and infanthe concessions are sold to private companies, but on sim names.
tile
some roads the rights to sell articles along the route are
"The girl who shows so much afretained by the transportation company. On the Santa fection for her father, who won't let
Fe route last year $11,500 were taken In the penny slot him go out without seeing that his
machines for chewing gum. That meant that a million clothes are Immaculate, who, when at
length satisfied with papa's appearand more pennies were dropped Into the machines.
The tendency of the public to eat, drink and read ance, kisses him before he goes off
while traveling is so steadily on the increase that more that girl will make a model wife."
conveniences are being made to satisfy it in this direction. Traveling libraries have become features of the
leading parlor cars, and patrons of the road can read
Is there anything better than
their favorite authors or magazines without expense. The
traveling cafe and dining car are as common today as trade between friends?
it
the- - smwker or baggage.
To supply these thousands pf
S c h i 1 1 i n g' s ' Best makes
cars with all the taece&sary provisions and .articles offllet
to suit tne mos, fastidious the general housekeeper in
charge of this department buys In wholesale quantities friends and trade.
all along the line. A single railroad system will use
Your grocer's; moneyback.
of 50,000 barrels of flour a year for the dining car
40,000
pairs
of poultry, 10,000 quarters of beef
service,
and innumerable tons of fruits, pastry, coffee and vegeVELOX
DEMONSTRATION DAY
tables. Tp.be at the head of such an extensive house- AT OWR.STORE FRIDAY, OCTOBER
keeping department a manager must buy economically 13TH, FROM 2 P. M. TO 5 P. M.
and dispose of the surplus and waste profitably. Fruits YOU ARE INVITED TO BRING
and vegetables out of season in the north In winter are SOME OF, YOUR VELOX PRINTS
YOU. HOUSTON, 118 GOLD
generally purchased In the south and taken aboard the WITH
AVENUE.
north bound, trains! at the most convenient point, and
See the window display of the Rio
northern fruits and vegetables In summer are likewise
shipped south in the same way. Thus all the delicacies Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
of the country are used In and out of season at the low- store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
est minimum of cost.
Miss Hettie Goldstein has reopened
her rt studio in room 45, Harnett
building. Honrs, 1:30 to 4:30. Visit-or- e
are invited.
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
Don't wait for an explosion cook
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
with gas the humane way.
.

'

Preference.
The Record wants crop and prosperity items of all
kinds not merely superlative adjectives, but plain rela
tions of facts and figures. People in the north and east
who read the Record are not half as much interested in
tho comings and goings of people whom they do not know
as they are anxious to learn what we raise, how much it
sells for, what it costs to put down an artesian well, and
similar details about the conditions of farming in the
Pecos valley. You are invited to send an item or give
them to our local editor or anyone else connected with
the paper. We also wish to publish ail the social items
a indicating social as well as business progress. Ros
well Record.
Had It

Eddy County Finances.
The humiliating condition of a county being unable
to meet its just obligations has again occurred.
For the second time In 190.r, the county board has
found Itself swamped, with bills and claims, so great as
to be unable to meet the flood and all the bridges and
dams have been washed away and today Eddy county
stands a bankrupt.
People who have earned their money by sweating
The New Mexican of yesterday contained thirteen blood
are unable to collect a cent, the same as the ones
editorials, seven of which were devoted to Albuquerque wlio
expense
have cuu.M-county that cou.d just
Albuquerque
One
affairs.
was
ten
of
lines
and
devoted as well have been avoided.on the
Sun.
Carlsbad
to Santa Ke, one of eighteen lines to the territory, one to
Russia, and three, anuregating twenty-eighlines, to na
Neither Probably True.
tional affairs. The New Mexican, undeniably, takes an
County Superintendent M. 1. Kerr
(ias pre
active interest in Albuquerque affairs; but a mild curiosity suggests llie question, Did Col. Krost prepare a quan- pared a statement as to the attendance lu the different
tity of legal and statehood editorials before bis depart- school bydistricts of the county and the per capita fur each
districts and the averao per capita, which is
ure? If not, Who is the legal luminary keeping up the child
$7.12'- -.
The Argus is reliably informed that the
grind?
school fund of Kddy county is greater than that
auy county of the great state of Texas, which has the
Since the organization of a territorial joint statehood of
largest, school fund of any state in the I'lilMn.Carlsbad
league at Albuquerque during the territorial fair jointure
Argus,
has taken a big stride forward. It is surprising the unanimity with which those written to around the territory to
Southern Pacific.
,
help out have responded favorably. Joint statehood is In
A talk with J. W. Reagan, who has returned from
the air, like a popular candidate, it seems about to elect
iLself. Heveridge's "growth of an idea" seems to be Old Mexico, will convince anyone that the Southern Pacific branch for this section is a certainty. The project
Uoming just rmw. Roswell Record.
will be a big one, which accounts for tho time that Is beThe Denver Times in a railroad article speak of ing taken. It means a line of road that cannot be improvIxirdsburg, Arizona. That the Ixu'd has but one burg in ed upon for transcontinental business from Denver to the
all the southwest, and that Is in New Mexico, the whole best points on tho Gulf of California, with branch lines
world should know
WJiat U Kditor Don Kedzie doing, into the fields where business olfers.
thus to suffer the light of his town, which the Western
IJU-rahas made famous, to l.e put under a bushel? "l'
The Statehood Question.
and at 'em." Mr. Kedzie!
The News contains an articie thU week from an adAu editorial is piing the rounds among several ol vocate f single statehood.
While thu writer depicts a
the weekly papers of tlie teiritory about invoicing the bright future for New Mexico and portrays the lieauty
schools from politics. As there has never been any law- of a great state, yet he docs not seem to realize that we
ful union ltetwecn the two, theie can be no divorce. If are "up against it," and no chance to remedy the already
politics and the schools are anywhere living in improper lal conditions under which we labor, for the' republican
intimacy, tho remedy lies in the IMmunds act, and not congress will give us nothing but the Joint article. Capla the divorce court.
ital! News.
al-it-
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KILLthe COUCH

and

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. King's

Discovery

Nov

Pries

0NSUMPTI0N

FOBfJ 0UGH8and
OLDS

50c

.

$1.00

Free Trial.

Surest and Umtitast Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET.

BACK.
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Bottled In Bond.
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M. BERGER

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

'

COP

West Copper

AYenue.

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KT.

OA IN AND OLD HICKORY WAGONS

MELINI & EAKIN
Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

"".r; 'in .ii iJi- AV't;
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O. DINSDALB
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HIGHLAND LIVER1
STABLE

.
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J. KORBER

HOUSE
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and Steam Cleaners

JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

FURNITURE,
IRON

BEDS,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Time, Labor
and Money

DRAG0IE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

The saving of tlma meant comfort.
The saving of labor means ease Th
saving of money moans eoonemy. All
attained by
these savings can beat
Installing m

AMBULANCE

'

Prompt

the Sick or Injured.
Serive Day or Night.

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

For

Moving

Colo. Phone. 75.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cnU they cost n more. In quality they are
superior. In durability they last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our now
line.

Automatic, 147

Citizen want ads get the business.
Try one.

Prices In Plain Figures $3Q and Up

FREE LIFE

INSURANCE
those beautiful 50 foot lots in the

Kastern Adilition. Highlands, by paying $10.00
Down, balance $1.00 per Week.

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

BEDDING,

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble &
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

M.

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

The Albaqaerque Hatters
Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third Btreet and Gold avenue, in the car.

& CO.,

Albuquerque, N. M.
Corner 1st St. & Copper Are.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

OCOOCXDOOOC)OCXXXXXXXOOO
0CX3000CXXXDCXXX3006b0CXXlC
O. F. PL ATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladles' and gentlemen's fine
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'nhonit. 67S.

2

CARRIAGES, BUGGIE3 and
HARSPRING WAGONS.
NESS and SADDLES, at
SAVING PRICES.
MONEY
Everybody welcome to look
through our three-floo- r

N. M.

Automatic Phone, 199.

THE McBRAIN

And if you

die before the lot is paid for we will make your
la-ir- s

114

right

Old stoves

ISuy one of

Happy Housewife

Who take pride In her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light

O. F. C.
WHISK E Y

lip-war- d

his

the largest fruit and later transplanting them to a position on barren ground nearer bis house, which he had

MAX

11, 1909.

f

if

.

young men come here for
clothes. Many of them could not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains in having my young
men's clothes

.ui'-hi-

know It is only the noontime
There Is chance enough to be kind;
Hut tho hours run fast when noon is passed,
And the shadows are close behind.
So think while the light Is shining,
And act ere the set of the sun,
For the sorriest woe that a soul can know
Is to think what it might have done.

HOSEWIFELY

Dr. J. Odd Hamilton. Clymer Cold-- ;
ren and J. W Hall anil associates,
have petition) 'he Itosvvell city conn-- i
ell for a st re. railway franchise fori
twenty-fivviars. They propose to
start to wnri inside or four months!
, and have cars
from date of f;
running on t '.) lines by May, l'jfie.
Memphis, T nn.. parties are said to
be really to f nnlsli the capital. The!
request was referred to the finance
committee.
Haynes & iM'ney and J. A. Jones
have asked f.r a franchise for water
l.
works for
Both propo-- :ions have been reject
ed, and the r minittee having
the
matter In han recommended municipal owneish
of a city water system, but are not averse to considering a favorable proposition for a private plant. Mayor Hlnkle says that
Roswell can
bonds to tho amount
of $55,000 for a water plant.
Correspondence Is to be had with
an expert endneer In relation to the
matter, for the purpose of obtaining
a proper suivev for a water system
for Roswell and all Information need
ed to enable the cjty council to have
the subject well In hand.

n

Most

e
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HOW RAILROADS

Young Men's
Suits

PENDING'
APPLICATIONS
FRANCHISES BEFORE THE
ROSWELL CITY COUNCIL.

'Tis a curious fact that a geuerous act
Hrings leisure and luck to a day,

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

AND

WATERWORKS

TWO
FOR

I know It Is early morning,
And Hope Is calling aloud,
And your heart Is afire with youth's desire
To hurry along with tho crowd.
Hut linger a bit by the roadside,
Ami lend a hand by the way,

POINT ADMITTED
THE
FarmlngUm

CITIZJ5N.

STREET CARS

THERE'S YET TIME ENOUGH
By Ell Whrtltr Wilco
(Copyright, 1905, by W. K. Hearst.)

FuWlsfted bally knd Weekly
W. 8. 8TRICKLER
W. T. McCREIGHT
Business Manaser
President

ZONING

K

a clear deed without further payments.

taken at s fair valuation.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.
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Made and High Price Overcoats, for
5 Sale Cheap, at
0

(jfJ

ROSEN FIELD t the Pawnbroker
"THE
The Largest
118 RAILROAD

Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

YOU

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

g

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

AVENUE
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

The St. Elmo

Finest

!

c

D. K. B.

SELLERS,
Manager

110 South Second Street

whsUis

I

WInss. Brindlts. Ets.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
'

120 West Railroad Arene

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

J

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

11, 1905.

WILL SUE HUBBELL

DOES SANTA FE SEEK TO DISCOUR-

AND HIS BONDSMEN

AGE ALBUQUERQUE ENTERPRISE?
Want $30 Per 1,000 For Hauling Algodones Brick
Island and Albuquerque
to Los Angeles-Ro- cK
Eastern May Come to Rescue.

'

According to a letter from W. R.
Brown, district freight and passenger
agent for the Santa Fe, to the promot-ter- s
of the proposed pressed brick
plant at Algodones, the Santa Fe hopes
by offering
to discourage, the project freight
rates
nothing but prohibitive
for the marketing of the product. Mr.
Brown says that the rate to Albuquerque from Algodones, a distance of
miles, will be 6
about twenty-fivcents 100 pounds. That is not. so very
bad, but Mr. Brown writes that the
rate to Los Angeles will be 50 cents Isa
IHO pounds of $:10 a thousand, which
decidedly prohibitive, and the rates offered by Mr. Brown to other southern
and western points are equa.ly exorbitant.
' The plant proposed Is an extensive
one, and the Albuquerque market
would only consume a very small portion of the output. The number of
brick used by Albuquerque contractors, even at present, while much building' Is being done, would not be sufficiently large to warrant the building
of a plant like that under contemplation.
The plant proposed will cost $30,000,
and the promoters are all Albuquerque gentlemen. Some of the money
for the proposition has been raised
and It has reached such an advanced
stage t'hat one bank of brick shale estimated to contain material for
brick, has been leased from Its
owner, A. J. Frank, of Algodones, and
another shale bank estimated to contain material for 30.000.000 brick,
e

found to be located on government
land, has been taken up by the promoters of the concern.
The location of the shale banks is
near Algodones a few ml.es from the
Santa Fe railroad and where was once
the Pueblo of Tunque, an extinct tribe
of Indians, and the ruins of the buildings of the anclen.t pueblo are yet to
be seen on the ground. Because of
ttese Indian relics and because of the
fact that some of the finest Indian
pottery In existence today Is pottery
made by these Indians and found among the ruins of the place, the new
company will
brick manufacturing
lounch themselves as the Tunque
Brick company. The quality of the
shale is reported by experts to be
equally as fine as the translucent
brick sha.e of Coffeyvllle, Kas., and
the almost Inexhaustible supply, which
Is evident from the figures above
the banks owned by the company, make the project one of great
value, If not undermined by prohibl-tlefreight rates.
These shale deposits are within a
shorter distance of the Hagan coal
fields' branch of the Albuquerque East
ern survey than they are to the Santa
Fe, and the fact that this road will
connect with the Rock Island, should
have much to do with opening a market for the product. It is the purpose
of the promoters of the project to get
the officials of 1oth of these roads interested In the proposition, which will
facilitate the freight rate matters
v

SHERIFF FARNSWORTH

CANNON ARE GIVEN

years ago, under the guidance
of Mayor Tee!, of El Paso, and Major
H. It. Whiting, the latter, and several
others of this town being present and
assisted, half a dozen and more confederate cannon were unearthed In a
vacant lot or corral in the rear of the
Catholic church, old town.
These cannon were distributed to
various Grand Army posts, and two of
them were shipped to Major Teel, of
El Paso, who gave them to the
club of that city. These two
historic cannon have Just been added
to the treasures of the Pioneers' association of that city, on condition that
the cannon never be permitted to
leave the possession of the society or
to leave that city, save temporarily
for exhibition purposes.
The cannon were made in the arsenal at Springfield, Mass., in 1846, and
saw their first service on the intarna-tiona- l
border during the Mexican war.
were
In the civil war the .cannon
used under the command ' of Major
Teel, when General Canby invaded
New Mexico, and when the confederates were driven post hueie from this
section of the territory, in order to
make their flight much easier, they
were forced to bury these civil war
relics in a vacant lot or corral in the
rear or the Catholic church in old
town.
A few

y

--

HORSE THIEVES BUSY
IN TORRANCE COUNTY
V SANCHEZ REPORTS
UBALDO
LOSS OF THREE VALUABLE ANIMALS MOUNTED POLICE TO IN-

Ubtldo y Sanchez, of Wlllard, Torrance county, arrived In the city today
and reports the loss of three valuable
horses, which were stolen several
nights ago by a nana or norse tmeves
operating in that vicinity. Two of the
horses were draft animals and blooded s.tock, valued at $700, while the
third was a pony valued at $100.
The horses were hobbled and turned
out very near the ranch house to
graze during the night. Next morning they were missing and although a
thorough search was at once made for
them they have not as yet been found.
Mr. Sanchez has a good clue to the
thieves and thinks that it will only
be a question of a week or two before
the guilty parties are arrested.
The matter will probably be placed
in the hands of the mounted police and
it is expected that a detachment will
at once be dihputched to the scene of
the depredations.

:

COURT OCCUPIED TODAY
WITH LARCENY CASE

JURY IN CASE OF TERRITORY VS.
CHARGED
FAUSTIN LOBATO,
WITH DEADLY ASSAULT, FIND
HIM NOT GUILTY.

The case of the territory vs. K. I..
T. Uraylingion, charged with larceny
from the person of l'edro Contreras,
la-.- t
May, occupied the atteutiou of
the district court fue greater part of
today, and was given to the jury this
afternoon.
The evidence showed that Don
Pedro, a sheep herder in the Magda-lenmountains, drifted into town, and
met in the defendant, a gentleman of
He
color, a congenial companion.
wined and dined the defendant In the
Delmonkos on North Third street.
Finding that bis companion was about
to be overcome from the effect of
liquor, Praylington voluntarily made
himself the custodian of Contreras'
money, to the amount of about
and when Contreras remonstrated, be
took him to his home and locked him
in, while the
defendant made gay
down at liarcl.us in Andres Trujillo's
i esort
The evidence looks bail for the defendant. He is being defended by Attorney V. ('. Heacock.
Lobato Is Acquitted.
,
The jury in the ca.se of Kausiin
charged with aault with a
deadly weapon uimn 'he person
of
Herciilaino Garcia, returned a verdict
of not utility late yesterday afternoon
and I.oluto was released. Attorney
Felix llaca coadmtej the difense of
a

Ij,

1'bato.

IVES, THE FLORIST.
Fresh Cut Flowers.

EXCEEDS

$32,000

Because Frank A. Hubbell, late
collector of
treasurer and
Bernalillo county, is retaining In his
personal possession more than $32,000
of public monies which came into his
bands by reason- - of his official position, and has refused to deliver the
same to the present treasurer and
collector, ho and hi bondsmen
are to be made defendants. In a big
suit to be Immediately Instituted by
District Attoiney Frank W. Clancy,
for the recovery of the missing county
funds.
At Its meeting1 this morning the
board of county commissioners passed
an order authorizing and directing tbe
district attorney to take such action.
The order of the commissioners is as
follows:
Order Authorizing Suit.
Whereas, Frank A. Hubbell, late
collector, is
tieasurer and
unlawfully retaining in his personal
possession more than $32,000 of public monies which came to his hands
by virtue of his official position, and
has refused to deliver the same to the
colpresent treasurer and
lector; and,
Whereas, this action on the part of
said Frank A. Hubbell is causing
great and serious Inconvenience and
embarrassment to the conduct of the
'
public business;
Therefore, it is ordered that the district attorney is hereby requested
and authorized and directed to bring
suit against the said Hubbell and his
sureties on his official bonds to recover any and all publfc monies bo TEMPORARY
wrongfully withheld by him.

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

"SPECIAL SALE"
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OUTING FLANNEL GARMENTS

Night Gowns - Under Skirts

Women s Outing Night Gowns, full size, in good
65c Each
quality of Outing Flannel for
Women's Plain White Outing Gowns, made of best
SI. 00 Each
Outing, extra full and long, on sale at
Women's Outing Night Gowns in plain Pink and
I c Znnh
Blue, best quality Outing, priced for this sale at 0 I I J LQull
Women's Short Outing
Women's Outing Flannel C fl n
Flannel Petticoats for 45C
Long Underskirts for
JUu
Women's Outing Flannel Kimonas and .Dressing Sacques
fOr

s

.

f

,

,
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65C

,

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY

INJUNCTION
COMMISSIONERS

0

THE MARKETS

0

-
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O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fine Stationery

A. DOROERSf funor!

new

0
g

de-sig- ns

t

We

0

Carpets Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum,

o

Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

0

Curtains, Portieres' and Draperies

0

Special Prices
On the Folio wing
112 Refrigerator
(8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves
$8 China Tea
..
40o China Salad Bowl

8t

0

.....$9

,,5.75 0
so

...25o
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
per cent discount

75o Glass Berry 8eta
. .. .25c
35e Glass Water Pitchers.... ....20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
..$1.25

Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

0

;

ri '

I.

Albert

F a h ft r ,

305 Railroad Avenge

.$10.50

Electrical Pumping Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrate!
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res,

Coffee Co.

taurant.

West Silver Ave.,

Complete Stock

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractor' Association.,

e

Teat, CotTeet, Extract
Spices

and-

-

0

Electric & Construction Co.

Southwestern

THE DUKE CITY
A

0

Our prices are tbe lowest

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

118

0

Blankets; Comforts and Pillows

.... . ...65o
.... ...'.40e

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
Jfea and

0

full line of

And also

..$3.25

$4-5-

Baking Powders.

BUTTCR and KOOm

We handle our own brands
of Butter and can guarantee the freshness and good
quality.
our highest
All
Krade of goods bear our own
label and are guaranteed by
us.
iolo. Rhone Blmek 7B

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

0000s0 0Ot0

Os00C
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room

18, N

T. Armljo Building.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paylug for Inferior

-

ts.

the Fall

0

e

Shcep-pKccelp-

.or

In

.

........

0

We
are sbowim
and Winter

,

""-t-
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Women's Long Outing Flannel Kimonas
$1.50 to $2.25 Each
in Plain and Fancy at
FOR CHILDREN A fine line of. Outing Flannel Night
Gowns and Under Skirts

n

AGAINST

- Dressing Sacques - Kimonas

Outing Flannel Night Gowns at
Reduced Prices for This Sale

$3.-00- 0

h

VESTIGATE.

.

AMOUNT

(Continued from Page 1.)
courts, and anbefore the higher
nounce that the end Is not yet.
Injunction Against New Treasurer
Although the newly appointed county otllcials, treasurer and collector
and school superintendent, have possession of their offices, up until 3 o'clock this afternoon they had been unable to gain possession ol any of tbe
records of either office, and the records of the treasurer's office wi.l not
come into possession of the iu-official until an injunction filed at noon is
dissolved, while the county superintendent A. B. Strotip, wiil not gain
possession of the coveted records of
his office until the doors of the vault
of the office give way to the pickings
of a safe expert.
The scene at the court bouse this
afternoon was an animated one. Wbilo
ViSuperintendent
gil stood In the lobby of the court
house conversing with his legal counsel, Superintendent Stroup lounged in
an easy chair in the county superintendent's office and tlirected the movements of a corps of mechanics. One
tickled the tumblers of the inner door
of the big safe, while three carpenters
changed the locks on the office door.
The
still hud possession of the keys to both the office and
the safe and the new locks replaced
the old ones as a matter of convenience and precaution. Mr Vigil said
that he would like to turn the keys et
the office over, but his attorneys advised him to keep them.
Probate Judge Jesus Romero was
one of the interested spectators in Superintendent Stroup's office. It was
reported that the safe contained
in school funds, which were about
to be apportioned among the twenty-seveschool districts of the county,
and apparently Superintendent Stroup
was anxious to see if the report had
any foundation.

This afternoon Judge Ira A. Abbott
granted a temporary writ of injunction against the county commissioners on the petition of W. B. Childers
WOOL
STOCK - MONEY - METAL
and other tax payers to restrain the
While out hunting quail last Sunboard of county commissioners from
day with a number of companions,
boi rowing $4,000 with which to carry
Sheriff C. A. Farnsworth, of Grant
the business of the county and to
county, turned to fire at a whirring Closing quotations Received by Levy on
pay the present court expenses pendbird Just in time to catch a load of
Ixjgan
Correspondents
for
Bios.,
ing the outcome of the controversy
bird shot in the face aud forehead.
& Bryan. Barnett Building.
regarding the possession of the county
The shot had been fired by Frank
funds.
Jones, a prominent wholesale and re- Amalgamated
84
The writ is made returnable tomorCopper
tail merchant of Silver City, who was American Sugar
row morning at 9:30 o'clock, when
139
a member of the party. The accident
8874 the commissioners will have to apcommon
occarrtd while I lei party was tramp- Atchison,
pear before the court and show cause
,
112
ing through a patch of tall weeds, Baltimore '& Ohio
why the Injunction
70
should not be
which obscured Farnsworth from the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
170 4 made permanent.
view of Jciiies, and forturately Umsa Canadian Pacific
4574
same weeds, which were the p'.- - itin ry Colorado Fuel & Iron
28
AWKWARD
Southern, common
USHERS
T.usi cf the accident, mIio s.wcd Mr Colorado
21
frjm mure seve- j injury Chicago,' Great Western, common 66
I tr-i- i
PROVE EMBARRASSING
brr'.ldng fie fore.: of the pellets. C. & 0
48
Lou Schoenecker and F. A. Rickard,
However, sinxteen of them forced Erie, common
81
two fine looking young gentlemen,
themselves through and penetrated Brie, first
151
were put to a great deal of trabarrass-men- t
the sheriff's jinatoni, extending as Louisville & Nashville
103
Missouri
Pacific
.
low 03 his hi.nds.
last night, for neither aspire to
'. ;
125
Metropolitan
positions in the mashers category.
H. H. Betts, city clerk of Silver
24
Mexican
Central
They attended the opera house last
City, who was in the city this' morn. ..148H nj&lu,
Central
ing between trains en route east, said New York
and -- .had .purotaasefli reserved
-'
: ."
85
.
.
Norfolk
seals. One of the ushers, wearing an
that Mr, Farnsworth suffered no great Reading,
. . , . .121
Amnion
awkward cap, took the coupons of the
inconvenience from his wounds and
143
gentlemen, and escorted them to two
did not even bo much as go to bed as Pennsylvania
iBland,
33
Roc
common
a result of them. The shooting was
comfortable seats. Just as the play
24
Republic
&
Steel,
common..
Iron
began, another usher, also' with a cap
purely accidental, and one which is
94
Republic
&
Steel,
pfd
Iron
on his head, told the gentlemen they
likely to occur any time under similar
68
Southern
Pacific
circumstances
had been seated wrong, and hustled
179
Mr. Betts was accompanied by Mrs. St. Paul
theiri to seats In the middle aisle.
35
Railway
Southern
exFeeling themselves safe, and especialBetts, who is going to Boston. He
85
pects to return to Albuquerque this Tennessee Coal & Iron
ly as one act had been played, the gen34
Texas
Pacific
evening and contluue on to Silver City
tlemen growing
interested in the
Pacific,
131
common
Union
tonight.
laughing situations, their dreams were
37
U. S. S., common
disturbed by another usher approach-luV. S. S., pfd
104
and calling for their coupons, anATTORNEY BACA MADE
42
Wabash, pfd
"they
nounced
had been seated
30
Central,
Wisconsin
common....
THROUGH
BLUES COME
wrong."
Wisconsin Central, pfd
62
"They looked exasperated," said a
UlTT lady who occupied a
Western Union
seat In front of
territoial fa'r O.
When the twenty-fift& W
53
them, to a Citizen representative, "but
base ball tournament closed the only Greene Copper
26
they curbed their tempers, and with
ball team tu leave the city without
hats In bands, tbe whole house rubberpaying its room rent was the team
Live Stock.
City
Kansas
necking,' they were moved to another
from Las Vegas. This team had been
Mo.,
City,
11.
Kansas
Cattle
Oct.
section of the house."
stopping at the Grand Central hotel,
naReceipts,
This morning, one of the distinguishand the players, together with the tive steers,20,000; market steady;steers,
ed gentlemen lodged complaint with
mother of Edmonds, the Blues' short $2.50 4.75; ' $46; southern $1.65
cows,
southern
Manager Matson and he is Investigatstop, contracted a bill amounting to
ing this afternoon. It is rumored to$42, which they left without even the 2.60; native cows and heifers, $1.75
promise to pay. Taylor, the field man- 4; stockers and feeders, $2.7504. 10; day that the ushers played a joke on
ager of the team, even demanded of bulls, $2fj3.50; calves, $2 4.25 ; west- Messrs. Schoenecker and Rickard, but
Mrs. Diusdale, who conducts the ern steers, $2.754.50; western cows, The Citizen thinnks the trouble all
came about by the unfamillarity of the
Grand Central, $30 and his watch, $23.25.
Sheep Receipts, 15,000;
market house by the ushers.
which he had left with her for safe strong;
muttons,
$4.25'5.25; lambs,
keeping. This property was turned
'
BOY WANTE0
over to Mr. Taylor, though Mrs. Dins-dal- $4.7506.25; range wethets, $4.25&.
had no assurance that the would 5.25; fed ewes, $44.65.
get the money due her.
The police have been called upon
Closing Stock Quotations.
Two weeks eiapsed and Bt ill the bill
to assist In the search for Arthur Paul
New York, Oct. 11. Following were Walsh, the 15 year old son of Mr. aad,
was unpaid. During this time tbe matter was reported to the territorial fair closing quotations for today:
Mrs. T. H. Walsh, of 905 South Third
88
association, and came up at a meeting Atchison, common
street, who disappeared from the Al104
of the association.
The Citizen ad- Atchison, pfd
buquerque high school on the 2'Jtli of
140'
vertised it. The secretary of the fair New York Cential
He la of slender build
September.
143
association wrote to the management Pennsylvania
and tall for his age, dark brown hair,
fis
of tbe I.as Vegas Blues base ball club Southern Pacific
blue eyes and freckled. The week fol131
about the bill and still the hotel re- Union Pacific
lowing his disappearance here he was
83
ceived no remittance to balance the Amalgamated Copper
sen at (iailinas park, Las Vegas. Any
37
account. Finally the proprietress, not U. S. 8., common
information concerning his present
104
the "proprietor." nor "lie," as the Las U. S. S., pfd
whereabouts will In- gratefully receivVegas Optic says-i- n
an article below,
by his distracted parents. Las Veed
Chicago Live Stock.
employed Attorney Felix Ilaea to colChicago, Oct. 11. Cattle Receipts. gas ami Colorado papers please copy.
lect the bill and not until after Mr.
steady; beeves, $3fi
l'.aea had written a letter to the man- tl.niMi; market
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
agement at I.as Vegas did a check tl; calves and heifers, $3.3)4i 4.tlu ;
come in payment of ilie Blues' room stockers and feeders, $3.50f(4; westerns, $3.25&4.S5.
rent.
LOST A warranty deed from T. S.
A.n-lif
35.000;
market
un.l
llurrlu f'liy,,.
The Citizen made a careful investisheep, $3.y0'&4.(i5;
lambs,
pell.
gation into all the circumstances sur- strong:
Finder will please return to
rounding the nonpayment of room $l.joff7.fi0.
A. Fleischer, i'12
South Second
rent by the Blues, ami found them to
Street.
M . ...
Mam..
be as above stated. Below appears an
New York, Oct. 11. Money on call, LOST Between the library and Secarticle clipped from tbe versatile Las
ond street, a gold crescent-shapeper cent;
prime mercantile
Vegas Optic, aud one reading lth it ."'if'1
pin. with enameled clover set with
paper,
i 5 per cent.
Bar
silver,
and The Citizens' verified explanation 01 c. 4i
pearl. Fiudi r please teturn to this
above wi.l noiice bow unfair the Opoffice.
tic is in trying to protect the Blues
purse.
Lady's
St. Louis Wool..
FOl'NI
chatelaine
in their attempt to beat a room rent
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 11. Wool marOwner may recover by calling at
bill.
ket steady, unchanged.
this office and paying for notice.
The following is the wav of the Optic:
Didn't Pay Bill.
"One of tlie Albuquerque papers
has several times announced that the
Uis Vegas Blues left the Duke City
without paying their board bill. Manager Taylor, of the Blues, paid all
bills up to Saturday night. He made
arrangements
with
the officials of
the fair association to play Sunday
for expenses and a part of the gate
receipts. However, after the officials
broke faitli with the Las Vegas team
on the matter of th gate receipts,
202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
Mr. Taylor, fearing that they would
also a'tempt to beat the hoarding
house man out of his bill, offered payment for Sunday. The proprietor declined to accept anything as he said
he had made arrangements with the
fair association for the bill an 1 woiiid
0 Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 299. 0
look there for it.
"As the matter now stands, It appears that the fair association not
Director and Cmbtlmar q
only owis the Blues about $75 but
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Club Building. 4
also owes the board bill.
CITT UNDERTAKER.
q
q
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
gag range.

IN THE FACE ACCIDENTALUNEARTHED IN OLD SHOT
LY BY A HUNTER SHOOTING
ALBUQUERQUE A FEW YEARS
QUAIL.

AGO.

THE

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

VIGIL BY FORCE

OF GRANT COUNTY

TO PIONEER SOCIETY
OF EL PASO

District Attorney Will Bring
Action for Recovery of
Missing Funds.

SHERIFF TAKES OFFICES
OF HUBBELL AND

PAGE FIVE.

ser-vlc- et

ttt

S. T. VANN, O. D.
Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glauses fltttd for poor sight,
headache and nervoun strain.
Office Room 9. Whiting block.
made at Vann's drug
store.

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

President

0.

W.

rates.

tcacoovvoooottocctototoaoosoto
OUR COAL

YARD

Is chock full of coal that will gladdsa
your heart and warm your boos
when Its cold. Kill your bins o
next winter now and avoid ths rash.
LOOK

Strong's Sons

American Block coal, the best Oallap
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard

STRON'O BLOCK.

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Grsa
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. PhoiM, 44

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
San'a Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS.
201 211 N.

There Isn't Any Use

Second St., Both Phones.

ANNOUNCEMENT!

If

Trying to find a more accurate, careful or painstaking drug store
than ours. We study accuracy because it protects us as well as our
patrons.
O. H . BRIGGS A CO
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
First St. anil Gold Ave.
Both Phones.

MUs Viola Kreiner and Miss Agnes
tii:hurn announces the opening of a
Kiiiiliu in rooms
Barnett block.
Miss Krenur Is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Mich., and will teach voico
American cooking; also all Mexiand piano. Miss Stillborn la a rect nt
arrival from New York and will take can dishes a specialty. Short orders.
a limited nunilxr of pupils In drawing Meals served at all hours. Old Town,
an! water colors. Studio hours from south of court bouse.
D.JU to 12, I to 4:3U.
NICK FRANCO.
35-3-

Home Restaurant

oiocccc:''

Have your floats built and sign work
done by Stacy & Co., the only union
sign writers in town. Uuier's old
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
phone, 62.
COETZ

S
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CAPTAIN JACK

WOULD SPEND ON OTHER GIRLS
A VERDICT FOR BROKEN HEART

CRAWFORD'S JOKE

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

OOCOOOOOOOrXX)OOOOOCXDOC)OC

Indiana Girl Say She li Not Mercenary in Suing on Breach of Promise Claim Her Action a Warning
Signal, She Asserts.

11, 1905.

BETWEEN

Chicago, 111., Oct. 11. Miss Freda
Albright, a pretty young woman of
Crown Point, Iud., Is snins Thos. C.
Dougal, manufacturer, of Chicago, for
$10,000, po she may establish an Institution wherein unmarried young
women may be taught how to earn
Incidentally they
their livelihood.
may be Instructed how to escape the
wiles of men.
Miss Alb; Ifiht visited 'he iami'y of.
Thos. McCarthy, 1 Mohawk .Mrect,)
Chicago, last winter. Her friends there,
gave a dance in her honor. Anion,?
the guests t! HoiKdl, who won her
of:
The day of t!)? w"i:;n? wa.s
disappointment
and hniniiiat'on Irr
the Indiana beauty. The aiinoiiited
tiour passed, and inquiry then revealed,
pre-- ,
that Doupal had pome weeks
Tlously decided to wed Miss Margaret'
Kerr, of 1447 North Whipple street.
The young woman was greatly
shocked and Ruffe; ed "mental an-- ,
guisb." which It is estimated can only j
be assuaged by the pa'ymeht of J 10,-- ,

I.

'

V;'--

1

'

During the if cut Grand Army en
campment In P' iivcr. one oi tne most
picturesque 11.: ns of the paiade was
Captain Jack ri.iwford. the poet scout,
with his erect timne and long, waving hair. At tl.e close of the encampment Captain .I n k left for the east,
nd on a rcf m Sunday evening, at
he
the request o! a Chicago pastor,
,
occupied the pulpit. I he
event, says:
In describing t
a gorgeous, gteen
'e
"Crawford
necktie, and Lis voice was like unto
that of a lost maverick bellowing for
water.
whiskey and poker
"'Cigarette-- ,
chips are wh.it drive we poor critters
to hell fire and destruction,' he an
nounced, while the Women's Christian Temperance I'nlon contingent of
the congregation nodded approval.
Then he explained how a church
was built In the west.
'"Most of the congregation wuz
gamblers at night, so we had services
In the daytime. When we passed the
sombrero the boys would shell out the
poker chips. Real chips they wuz,

$EtOND
1-

THIRD STREETS
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The Store of Reliability
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Inter-Ocean-
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0
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0
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nope nobody
Miss Albright says:
will think I am actuated by mercenary
motives. Should I lie able through
this law suit to prevent the blighting
of other young women's lives, by
frightening the young men who blight
them. I will be satisfied. If I collect

the $10,000 I will use It to aid young
Bpnsters. 1 think a school of sten- ography, business correspondence and
bookkeeping would life many girls out
of poor circumstances into positions of
greater usefulness and ease,
cxnerlence hm not mn,i n.a
cynical. There are many worthy men.

Because there may bo a derelict man
or woman now and then Is no Indication of the depravity of the times.
The world 19 full of good people.
Those who escape an alliance with
others whose fickleness Is demon
strated are fortunate, and should he
congratulated.

"v

A dreadful combination, that of Friday and 13. but Globe Store customers will be less
fearful after making purchases on Friday, October 13, and for 13 days thereatter.

A sr.:

tf

i

many people in France as in Germany.
In 1S45, there were In Germany 34,400,- 000, in France '34. 500.000. while in
ill.-- .
Special Correspondence.
MOST
1S20 France had yearly 4,000,000 more
Algodoncs. N. M., Oct. 10 The ebe than Germany.
Today the French ,
- y
i
tion for mayordomo of the ace-jui- a
population has risen only to 33,500.0001
passed off quietly, there being only and is therefore more than 20,iK)0,000
CAPTAIN JACK CRAWFORD,
one ticket in the field, Jacobo Perea behind Germany. Yale Review.
"The Poet Scout."
from Josh Wise.
for mayordomo and Pedro Miera,
o
too.
preacher used to take 'em
The
Grlego and Gregorio Lopei for
WORKS WONDERS.
around to the faro bank and cash 'era
ditch commissioners, all being elected
tne same day. When tne boys wuz
without opposition.Cures Piles.
full of 'hallelujah juice' they wuz real
Tn ; f.ood water from th-- mountains A Wonderful Compound
Eczema, Skin Itching, Skin Erupgenerous.
on the 24th of last, month destroyed
It's surprisli:' how long
tions, Cuts and Bruises.
"The Women's Christian Temper
a vast amount of property, and there
ance Union contingent looked fright
will be heavy damages to pay by the
on
fellers
things
c'n
talk
Doan's Ointment is the best skin
ened. None of them were sure what
railroad company, as they diverted the treatment,
the cheapest, because
'hallelujah juice' was, but hey felt
they
anything
don't
course of the water from its natural so little is and
know
required to cure. It cures
sure it was something they would not
bed and tne result was t.ie (ia.nage piles, after years of
tortuie. It cures
about.
allow their own husbands to keep
mo urner"- by the owners o land from obstinate cases of eczema.
It cures
down cellar. But a worse shock was
such cause.
all skin itching. It cures skin erupto come.
The feast of Angostura was cele tions.
It heals cuts, bruises,
1 11 be damned
ir you will, was
brated here on the l!!Uh of September and abrasions without leavingscratches
a scar.
what a boy said to me when I told hlra
with a big dance and procession. No It cures permanently.
Albuquerque
he would turn and be a Chilstian,'
disturbance occurred to mar the pleas testimony proves It.
said the scout.
ures or the day.
H. Cross, of 523 South First
Jimmy
Hyde
J.
he
declares
won't
that
"Then the versatile pot and
A great many cases of sickness are street, employed in
the Santa Fe shops tell all he knows about life insurance
began explaining how the
reported at present among the people In the mill department,
says: "Ex business. Come on. Jimmy, and test! prodigal son 'went into a swine
corral
here, mostly malaria, which are being posure, and sitting on damp logs and fy. It won't take you more than a
and lost his boodle. Then in sentreated ty the doctor from Bernalillo. cold stones while in the mountains minute.
tences replete with expressions like
Fiiomeno Bustos, an old resident of some-thremonths ago, brought on
b'gosh' and 'b'thunder,' the poet scout
this place, died from fever, also the Itching hemorrhoids,
commonly
called
Again?
What,
closed his lecture.
wife of Hypolito Goble from the same plies. While not severe or serious,
Boh
Rehard has quit clgarets, as a
'Wonderful!
The man
a dia
cause.
they were very annoying and I put off result of some 'tobaccd specific" he mond in the rough,' exclaimedisthe
pas
The Fraternal Protective Union of doing anything to
get
com- has been taking.
relief
until
He says he has no tor of the church, after the lecture.
Algodones is now incorporated, with pelled to. One evening I stepped
Into
a strong membership and is now in a the Alvarado pharmacy and asked Mr. desire for clgarets, and has gained It is hard to understand how such a
position to make their influence for Briggs for something to bring relief eight pounds in a few days. Bob gem of humanity can gome out of the
J swears by all that's good
great hard, rough life that was so ably degood felt by the community.
I finally decided
upon Doan's OInt- - that he's quit for all time. and
West La pleted here tonight. I do not believe
The crops here are nearly all gath- mem.
gave
reapplication
iie
i
fayette
(O.) Indicator.
that theie was any serious objection
ered and stock will be turned - loose lief and In anrsi
short time I was practo the expressions; quoted by Captain
November first.
tically cured. I have great confidence
Crawford.' "
We are to have a wedding shortly In this remedy for what it did for me.
captain Jack s western admirers, or
here but it Is being kept very quiet, I never used anything which was so
whom there are many, will at once
'and oniy one of the contracting par- soothing and healing. I recommend
undcrsitand that not all of the enjoy
ties Is known as yet.
J. H. M.
it to others and know they will not
ment of the evening was on the part
be disappointed in the results if they
of the congregation; that quite as
FRANCE LEFT FAR BEHIND.
r
give it a trial."
much as his hearers enjoyed the un
After Russia Germany Is the richest
For sale by all druggists. Price 50
usual address did the speaker enjoy
country In children. For every 10,000 cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
the expression of surprise and alarm
Inhabitants there are 363 living births Y sole agents for the United States.
depicted upon the faces of the mem
a year, as against only 226 in France.
Remember the name Doan's and
Captain
bers of the congregation.
Hence the increase of population in take no other.
60
Jack can speak as good English as the
Germany Is correspondingly great. In
usual pastor of the church. It is safe
the course of the nineteenth century
Full of Tragic Meaning
to assert that while the theology may
the population within tne present ter- are these lines from J. H. Simmons, of
have been somewhat off color and the
ritory of the empire has much more Casey, la. Think what might have relanguage used rather warm, yet,
than doubled in spite or the consider- sulted from his terrible cough If he
beyond question, it was good, whole
able number of Germans who have had not taken the medicine about
some teaching which Captain Jack's
migrated during this time. In 1816 which
"I had a fearful
writes:
hearers received. For, with all of his
there were 24,400,000 souls in the ter- cough, hewhich
disturbed my night's
nonsense in language, dress and per
ritory of the present empire, while in rest. I tried everything,
but' nothing
sonal appearance,
these lines, from
1900 there were 66 300,000, which cor- would
it, until I took Dr
one of Eugene Field's poems, fit the
responds to a yearly average Increase King's relieve
New Discovery for Consump
man:
of one per cent, while more than tion. Coughs
and Colds, which com"Good to the helpless and the weak,
.000,000 Germans have emigrated pletely
cured me.' Instantly relieves
A brave and manly heart,
from- their homes during the ninepermanently cures all throat and
A cyclone couldn't phase,
teenth century. In order to measure and
lung diseases;
prevents grip and
But any child could rend apart;
the meaning of these figures we must pneumonia.
At all druggists; guarSo like the mountain pine
compare them with those of a coun50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
That rends the storms that sweep
try like France, which is practically anteed;
It Was a Plain, Unvarlshed Tale.
along,
stationary in its population. In the free.
But rocks the winds of summer time
middle of the century there were as
GOETZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'8
"Did you ever notice McMurt's long
And sings a soothing song."
aw?
"Yes and heard his wife's. "
ALGODONES

NOTES

The Great Paper of the Great West

THE KANSAS CITY STAR

ANYTHING

jr

Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
in the most prosperous region of the United States.

WHEREIN IT LEADS

Poli-carpi-

-

e

n

SHE'S TRUE TO BIG

N. Y. BANK THIEF
FIANCEE OF LEONARD, WHO STOLE $300,000, SO EASILY, WILL NOT
THROW HIM OVER, AND HER FATHER IS WITH HER.

"How much life Insurance do you
pay fori'
"I don t know how much. I pay toy.
But 1 carry $3,000."
"I'm in such a dilemma."
"What's the trouble?"
"I have to go to a funeral toaiorrow
and I don't know which to do, buy a
new black silk waist or flowers. I
haven't money enough for both."
Young Leonard says he took the
$330,000 Just to show what he could
do. Maybe John A. McCall only wanted to show us.
"I suppose you try to save some
thing for a rainy day?"
"Yes, I try to. That's why I have
luy name on my umbrella."
All

this t:ouble with the Hungarian

diet is nothing but a press agent's
scheme to start a run on goulash.
They're having piie fights on Admiral Kvan's ships. They'll bo trying
cane and flag rushes next.

FALLEN

f

IDOL

PIANO

ITS UNEXCELLED NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontinental
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own
representatives in Washington, D. C; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., In addition to the large grist of news that
comes dally from several nundred other alert representatives.
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS have an authoritative
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
States the moment THE STAR cornea from the press. No Western,
man even indirectly Interested lin the value of food products, stocks
and secrfrlties can afford to be without THE STAR'S dally record of
prices and conditions.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES Include the Chaperon's column, in whicn
are answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
and affairs, a department for Inquirers on other subjects and a wide
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
most interesting people and events these in addition to a vigorous
editorial tinge, absolutely Independent, politically, and a Sunday Issue
that is full of live special matter and human interest.

FMITZf
The merchants named below will
give a beautiful Price A. Teeple Ma
hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
school, club or other organization of
Albuquerque that is voted and elected the most popular. The contest la
now open, and closes on December 10,
1905. The piano la on exhibition at
tho Globe store, where It may be seen

PAPERS EACH WEEK FOR 10c

THIRTEEN

The Kansas City Star was the first and Is still the only newspaper
to 'deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
Its subscribers, without Increase in the subscription price.

-n-
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vote la given free to evcent
erybody, with every twenty-flvbeing
provision
only
sale,
the
cash
by all.

On

DENVER

a

that when you need the goods any
way, you trad witn tne mercnania
named below. A ballot box Is placed
at J. H. O'Rielly & Co's. drug store,
where all votes must be deposited. Be

R I O

"Scenic Line of the World' '

sure and get your voting tickets.
List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.

Shortest

J.

Furniture

trains.

On all through

Ji

matter,
For Illustrated advertising
or Information, address or apply to I
&

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fet New Mex.

D. Emmons.

Hardware

Albuquerque

Harness Thomas P. Keleher.
Hay and Grain Clarkvillo Produce

Co.

Ice Crystal Ice Co., both phones.
Jewelry H. E. Fox.
Co.,
Laundry
Laundry Imperial
back of postoillco.
Liquors

Graham Bros.

Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Optician Bebber Optical Co.

THE DINING

The Best
of Colorado

CAR SERVICE

From the Calinrnin Limited
Log lluvk

The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from the

Louis man was married tho
1'hotographers The
NEWTON C. DOUGHERTY.
other day to a young woman who preHe is th
sided over a water stand where he
superintendent of the Studio.
drank. He'll soon know whether or schools of leiiria, 111., and p'ejiibnt
Plumbing-Heatin- g -- Standard
Plumbing &
not it pays to ride on the water wagon. of the l'euria National bank, who has
Co.
lust been indicted for embezzlement
Sort of a Children's Affair.
it is charged that he looted every
Restaurant Zeiger's Restaurant,
Many of the best parts of the state
Mr. and Mrs. Will Child wete the fund of which ho had control, and that
can be reached by no other railway.
Tailor Wm. Glaesner.
guests of Tom Child and wife Sunday. i u y :'imi,hih) is Involved In nis op- Are you Interested in Colorado?
e.ations for the ,lat three years. A
ueneva tu.) free Tress.
Wnll Paper and Paints The Bee
Se.nd three cents in stamps for our
young cl( rk in the bank, who decided
beautirul Illustrated dook, "nouirWhat's all this talk about whether that pertalu things were not conducted Hive. F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold
esque Colorado," to
angels are men or women? Any chorus according to Hoyle, uttered the first
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pasa Agt.
girl can tell you they are men.
breath id suspicion against the uan
Denver, Colo.
who was until that time truhted, hon
Do You Want Strength?
TIE
ored an i even famous as a former
ci.v.ANsixn
If you want to Increase your strength leader oi tho National Educational as
11KA11NC1
iMI UK
The Pantatorlum.
you must add to and not take from the sociation.
I
C
l
Hill
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
physical. In other worda. the foou
o7Ct
For All Kind's of Piles.
All clothes called for and delivered.
that you eat munt be digested, assim206 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
ilated and appropriated by the nerves, To draw the fire out of s. burn, heal a CATARRH
721. G. D. Hoffman, proprietor.
blood and tissues before being ex- cut within, t leaving a scar, or to cu
pelled from the Intestines. Kodol Dy- bolls, sons, tetter, eczema and all Ely's Cream Balm
Nt?w York, Oct. 11. Since the conKiEN AND wuMin,
Leonard is reported to have been spepsia Cure adds to the physical. It skin and
alp diseases, use DeWitt's
arid jileaiiut to
t r Hiii
by
A.
Hi iiiy
fession made
Leonard, a engaged to Miss Louise Schrader, and gives strength to and builds up Witch ll.icl Salve. A specific for Fjwy
fr unnatural
-,
ill- loliltilUft
ui.iioua,
U I to
VVI rii u ai m'h. m liin
broker'B clerk, that lie robbed the her father, l'ark Commissioner Schra-der- , strength In the human system. It is blind, blee.iing, itching and protruding
.,
ui
tivti
Ouiitniii
trrilatiuu
p
tr
f boi io atrKMur. m( mucous) iniiit'Miifs.
Wly ulnnrHt'd,
y3J
is
ff
National City Hank of over $Jiri,ooo,
while refusing to confirm the ru- pleasant to the taste and palatable, plies,
stinj the pain Instantly and liUiwsj
ts.
uoHaariaa
ftt
u
Uehff oiu
m.i
rinlen,
ttitnu
f
bimply
permanently.
bet,
genuine.
mor,
on a
to demonstrate how
Oet the
stated that Leonard had called and the only food combination of di- cures
Co.
BTVl'rittUttSCHtldif'.l
It Often kml I It ai.se
'Ut jT
easily an ait of that kind could bo at his home freiiuently, ail that he gestants that will digest the food and Sold by u.! druggists.
the NuMfU
feu 4 Ijy UmcKlsti,
COLD H HEAD VA C'NCINNATI.O j
,..
a n .... i ..tiat.....u
swut v plum wrftppr.
or
pe; formed, a number of prominent would aid him In any way he could, enable the system to appropriate all of
ia the Me pbraue.
!
llr, ahdTa--l ru and
fur
tipffl.
persons have coiiiu to the front to
cnU M
quall-th:obmell. I.are Bw
It Is bald that the young lady will not its health and strength-givinof
M
r 3 tHttlB - TV
t
Subscribe for The Citizen and set
!ucmw ly uail.
I
Circular acut on Itriueato
Df.trirUtftnr tr mill; '1 rial
him over.
their belief in his honesty.
ties. Sola by all druggists.
the news.
w
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b.LX liUO'i'UUJiaM Wtfrvu
Moon-Kelehe-
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Colorado Southern
Railway

-

CATARRH

Jr ra

f f
Oi

Fra
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No tlraoomo

delaya at any station.

Co.

A St.

r

fram
Colo-

DININQ
SLEEPERS,
PULLMAN
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.

Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Co.;
The Broad-- ,
The Highland Grocery;
way Grocery.
Hardware

Una

rado Springs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines oast and wast. Tlmo aa quick
and rate aa low as by other I tries.

The Globe Store.

Dye Works Mcllroy & DeLeon.
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric
Construction Co.

and qulckaat

Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and

Bakery Pioneer Bakery.
Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Houb- ton.
Books and Stationery O. A. Mat- son & Co.
Coal and Wood W. H. Hahn.
Confectionery C. P. Schutt.
Dentistry B. F. Copp, D. D, S.
Drugs J. H. O'Rielly & Co'
Dry Goods

GRANDS
SYSTEM

i

It is peculiar that all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help it. I
ant really ashamed to say anything further, but I ean't abstain. The dining oar serrloe
od the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.

SANTA FE IS THE WAY
New Cure for Cancer.
All surface cancers are now known
to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
l
writes:
had a cancer on niy lip
for years, that seemed incurable, till

Huskleu's Arnica Salve healed it, and

now it Is perfectly well." Guaranteed
cu.e for cuts and burns. 25c at all

druggists.

"Dilp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"

better cook with sate gas.
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One bottle of
& CO.
'
toe
Hitters
will convince
ft SAL ESTA Te DEALER 8
you that it Is
the only med- Automatic 'phone, 535. Office, 2084
you
icine
West Gold Avenue.
need to cure
Indigestion,
THIRD
Dyspepsia,
Costiveness,
Biliousness,
Female" Ills, All Klnds'of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
or Malaria.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Try It today.
Mason! Building, North Third Street.

PROPOSE TO DO IN ZION'S
PARADISEliPLANTATION

MEXICO"

IN

TtrintrTiUUTd

if

Written by Dr. John Alexander
Elijah III., and
First Apostle of the Christian
Catholic Apostolic Church of

Y Dowie,

Is

(

i

Zion.
"

$
Dr. Dowie Reveals the Location of the
New and Wonderful Paradise City He

the State of Tamaul-ipas- ,
Millions of Acres All
Products to Be Bunched and Sold by
the Head of Zion A Magnificent
Country, He Says.
Has Planned

I

ico.
Many thousands In all parts of tho
wo; Id are responding to Zlon's call,

having a mind to work, to sacrifice,
and to
Zion City, 111., the first center established, In the United States of
America, has within four years become an object lesson to all the world.
That city has proved the truth of Its
motto:
"Where God rules, man prospers."
And now, In the fullness of, time,
there Is offered an opportunity to secure a vast virgin domain In a sunny
and healthful limo, rich In soil, in
mlneials, and In forests, and abounding in pure water.
The combination of these elements
will bring great prosperity,
and,
through the principles for which Zion
stands, will assure pure homesTCare-f- ul
and thorough education of the
young, and the maintenance of peace,
happiness, and the rule of God in the
lives of the people.
Zlon's proposed possessions in Mexico will eventually comprise at least
3,000,000 acres or land.
A large tract has already been optioned in the beautiful state of
It Is wondrously attractive
in majestic mountains, beautiful valleys and streams, and Is bordered by
many miles of gulf coast.
More than forty miles of the Mexican Central railway now runs through
the proposed Zion paradise plantation,
connecting it with the sea at the port
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Dowie.

Intend to
build up a great colony to Ilia Glory
In the rich state of Tamanllpas, Mex-
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In

Mexico

By John Alexander
By the graco of Cod
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REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

CATTLE DEAL INVOLVES
CONSIDERABLE MONEY.
W. H. Ernest, proprietor of the
Mhnbrcs Hot Springs, in Grant county,
has purchased the Sl'U brand of rat-- I
tie, together witli the ranri)oS and
water rights, of Mrs. Ormeda Carpen-- '
tcr. The deal Involves a
amount of money as the SPC outfit is
one of the largest in Grant county.

GIANT SUGAR BEET
FROM NEAR TRINIDAD
That sugar beets can be grown, and
grown to an extraordinary size, in
las Animas county, has been demonstrated by a samplo of the beet which
Is now displayed in the front window
of the Chronicle-News- ,
which weighs
15V6 pounds, and was grown by Mrs.
S. E. Messer from government seeds
in the western part of the Boulevard
on the boprls road, near the Grass-mucbrick yard. It was brought to
town yesterday by W. A. Curtis. The
seed was planted on the first day of
May, last spring, and the beet has
been allowed to attain its present size
witnout being disturbed.
There are few places in tbe state
even in tne Dest of the beet sugar
counties, where beets can be grown
to such a size, and the sample shown
.nere strengthens the belief of the far
niers in this county that a sugar beet
factory, set up in Trinidad, could be
supplied by the farms immediately
tributary to this city, and would be a
proritabie venture.
Another giant vegetable, that is now
being shown, is a monster pumpkin,
which weighs 60 pounds, and is on dis.
play in the show window of the Colo
rado Supply store. It was grown by
A. A. Darnell of the Sunflower valley,
who has another one larger than this,
which he Is keeping for seed.
k

CLUB.
Ii. Tegucigalpa, a city in the Central
American republic of Hondnias, there
is a club of some 1hi men who are
A

known as the
They belong to this club because they should
have killed themselves by all rules of
shame, anil did not 'have the nerve to
put the finishing touches to their ca-

;.

-

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

IRRIGATION

12 W. Railroad Avenue,- -

113

PHOTOGRAPH POSED BY DR. JOHN ALEXANDER DOWIE,
NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSOCIATION.
of Tampico, a distance of about forty-fiv- e ods, under the special direction of the LINCOLN COUNTY RE- miles, from whence great steam- nrst apostle ol tne ennsuan catholic
FUNDS PART OF HER DEBT
ship lines lead to all parts of the Apostolic church in Zion, which' sys- n,- - hoard or county commissioners
,
tern has already been so successful in' .
.
,,,,
world.
,h.,
A Zion port will probably be es- the
e'0
institutions o, Zion
cenTtnTs
educational
y
tablished on the Tames In river, con"
i
lT"onnrpn.nlflttnn
It
in.
lsn In
necting with a Zion city. This river
Is deep and navigable for seagoi n and conduct first class" agricultural.
vessels all the year round, flow!
into the Panuco river above Tain colleges,
, l nese 6 per cent bonds were by
pico.
The social life of our people will reterms payable In ten annual In
tneir
Tamaulipas is the nearest of the ceive tho most careful consideration stallments,
which would have largely
Mexican states to the populous cen- to the end that purity, peace and pro- increased the
tax levy to a burden
ters of the United States of America; gress may reign.
some extent.
Arrangements have been made with
has tbe greatest of all Mexican seaports, Tampico.
the Mexican government for the free MANY RECOMMEND HIS
Expert instructors will bo engaged admission of the household effects of
REMOVAL FROM OFFICE.
to teach scientific methods of grow- our people. It is expected tnat special
The
deputy traveling: an
territorial
ing tho various products.
Experi- excursions during the fall and winter ditor was in
Tucumcaii last week and
mental farms will be located so that months will be arranged through .went over the
of the various
the people need not waste time, money Zion s transportation department, at .niltllv ffora books
..1.1
ami
.
and eneigy In experimenting, but may very attractive rates.
,,,.
,.
will be rounil ,
h.
thn
take advantage of every new and val- desirable for parties coming to Zion n rn,lnt r,ffMa, .!,. K.l
uable feature after it is thoroughly paradise, plantations to bring their found in very bad
condition. (
tested.
household goods and other persona!
The Times says it is rumored that
Zion markets will be one of the dis- effects.
will lecommend that man's
tinctive features of the colony. Zion
The Mexican govenncnt, bjf na- the auditor from
office, incompetency
will handle the various products as a tional and state, has manifested the dismissal
neing the ctiief charge. Developments
whole, receiving them from the peo- - most friendly interest in Zlon's pro- - in
this respect may be expected later.
pie on stated days, and shipping them posed settlement, and Is ready to give i
direct to Europe and New York, in every assistance to the movement.
COMFORT IN NOT
our own special steamers. In this manMany valuable concessions of great.
being' too nnn.
ner the Zion brand will be built up advantage will be granted, among)
.
and established.
which is exemption from duty of the
The first permanent buildings to household goods belonging to.intend- t time he'fal'.bUt
be erected in Zion paradise planta- Ing settlers
go
to
forced
.
us. and the gen- Ain.'.nj..
around
-t.
n
Th
fie.
tion will be Zion tabernacles, where
all the people can assemble.
gander
Lord
Christ. In the T Christ-- 1 will ?'n'?"J ,th4at defer Jf
the
stopping off
- The
next buildings in importance ian Catholic Apostolic church in Zion, nere
some
A killcome.
for
to
time
will be conveniently located schools authorizes the announcement that he
for all the children, officered and con- - intends to spend several months of ing frost visited northern New Mexico
on the night of September 30th, and
ducted upon the most approved meth- - every year in Mexico.
ice water early in the morning is already common property in the higher
altitudes.
times very suddenly and not according HARD COAL MINE
to Hayle. But usually a man once
HOUSE TO BE MOVED
there with his stealings simply keeps
EIGHTY-FIVTO CLOSE DOWN
MILES.
out of 11) e sun, drinks his liquor and
L. A. Stevens, of Roswell has gone
plays his games and goes by himself
to
Capltan,
county,
with a
only when he has to. San Francisco ABOUT ONE HUNDRED AND FIF- large forpe ofLincoln
men, on a queer misChronicle:
TY MEN,
MOSTLY
ITALIANS, sion. He built a two story house at
WILL BE THROWN OUT OF
Capitan and It has proven a poor inNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
vestment, as he could not rent it.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Wit his force of men he intends to try
The anthracite coal mine at Madrid, to move the house to Roswell, and
Department of the Interior, Land office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25, southern Santa Fe county, will close expects to make the trip in ten days.
down indefinitely today or tomorrow. By tlie road which
1905.
this house will
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- All the timbers fave been withdrawn have to be taken over, the distance is
lowing named settler has filed notice and the mine has been dismantled. about eighty-fivmiles.
of his Intention to make final proof; One hundred and fifty men, mostly
will
Italians,
be
of
thrown
work.
out
RAN
AGAINST
POLE
support
in
of his claim, and that said
AND BROKE LEG.
proof will
be 'made before the Most of these will leave the camp to
Bailey Gower, while riding after
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N. seek work elsewhere. To those who
desire to remain employment will be dark last Friday, ran Into a brace wire
o
M., on November 4, 1905., viz.:
Valencia, for the southwest given in the Cook and White bitumin- on a telephone pole near the Boos-mamine, which at present employs
ranch in such a manner as to
quarter of section 2, township 8 north, ous
250 men.
break his leg in two places, above and
range 6 east.
below the knee, says the Farmington
He names tbe following witnesses
$5 TO $10 SAVED ON EVERY
Times. He stayed out lu the rain e.11
to prove his continuous
residence
TICKET.
night, bis family thinking he was de
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
SEND FOR YOUR FOLKS NOW. tained by the rain, before the acciJacobo Valencia, of Chilili, N. M.;
Jose Mora, of Chilili, N. M.; Alejan- PAULSEN, THE RAILROAD TICKET dent was discovered and the sufferer
dro Ronquillo, of Chilili, N. M.; Adam BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE taken home. The broken bone was
114
Lopez, of Clilill, N. M.
RAILROAD set and the wound is doing as well
WEST
CHEAP.
as could be expected.
AVENUE.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
CARLSBAD
PROJECT READY
Special sale of fine Bath Robe
FOR FINAL DECISION.
See the window display of the Rio Blankets, just the thing for your winB.
M.
Mall,
the'supervising engineer,
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe ter Bath Robe. Choice, 2 each. See has
checked up the land already
display at the Golden Rule
store, then ask for those $3.50 walk- window
signed up In the Hio Pecos IrrigaDry Goods company.
ing skirts.
tion district, says tjje Carlsbad Argus.
He has telegraphed to Chief Engineer
F. H. Newell that 20.00U acres of good
land is already sinned up. The Carlsbad project will now go before ihe
secretary of lute, lor for final decision.
It is hoped 'bat the matter will be settled quickly, as it Is important that
IN
work begin at the earliest time

ihctotoiii.

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

r. C.

Sole

,
The

ort o.er70MK

and
are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquarters
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

Jes;

e

Don-aclan-

n

Hillsboro Creamery
Orders Solicited.
214

x

X

X

G. B.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
B. MacMANUS,

.

ana terms, appiy

at tbe

office, 212

S. 2d St.

oooocooooo4
tNor

Wholesale

and Cigar Dealers

WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

CLARKVILLK PRODUCE CO
J.

In

The Williams Dtig Co.

X

RANKIN & CO.

South First Street

Lessons

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies
Moet A
cT Bohemian and
2anthnT:hMnSeaVCiianm?ei1St- - Lou, A'
Beers,
,'tz M1Jwa"J!e,
and owners and distributors
;? ;,
tMVTd(0 ?,my; Write for ur "Pirated Catalogue and
P , .Li.u
Telephone,
199.
Salesroom, 111 South First
a
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Phones, Auto. 108; Cok., Black 266.

602

of Twenty

MEL INI & EAKIN,

Office and Factory
WEST COPPER AVENUE.
Albuquerque, N. M.
X- - -x-- x-x

o

0O0OOOOO4O

South Second Street.

-X-X

nNttn..t...
v.uii

Vrm

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

X

oi

Practical Bookkeeping'

A. W. HA YD EN
412

nri,rn

i

Expert Accountant

Will give a series

Best on

x- -x

r.

Uya

Free Delivery.

x x x x x

x- -x

Supply Co. 2
0
.

Mfg. and

If sufficient Inducement offers

Goods
Coffees, Im

Butter

.L

oooooooooo

CO.

Earth.

Bohlioff

&

191 lA'in Ca.,..i

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

1

BY

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
When the Pump
Engine

Hendrie

agents for Casino Canned

Jas. Heekln & Co.'s
boden's Granite Flour.

ri0, ,7

i

PRATT

CO., INC.

&.

oo

Cigar.

e

Mgr.

.117 WE8T RAILROAD

Both Phones

AVENUE,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE '
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C Baldrldge's

WE GRIND OUR

yard.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
tnis line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET,

OWN

For the reason that we can guarantee

0
The Fuefir Undertaking Company 5
7

Sh. th

BEBBER

IIS

all glasses prescribed by us.

OPTICAL CO.
Qold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners,

Successors to Edwards & Fuehr
307 West Rallriurf lpnn
Both

'Phones.

Qav

'

LENSES

w.u

w-.

or Nieht

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry workT Try It and see how
Notice how long It keeps it finish. We turn out linen durahl.
' white M
and free from all specks or wrinkles

REDUCED PRICES
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Gold Crowns, 16.00; Fillings, J1.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
5t)c. All guaranteed.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

.nt

"Red Wagons"

I

THE ONLY WAR THAT

IS NOW

PROGRESS

j

By the Pinkertons, who are perfectly
acquainted with the members of tJiis
organization. It is called the Defaulters' club. Every member of It has

,

JOE

Lily

Thos. F. Kclehcr

reers.

at some time betrayed a financial
trust, and every state in the Union
is represented on its i oil, and most of
the large cit ies. Ex bank presidents,
county treasurers, brokers, agents,
, municipal
officers all the
are there, and the life Is a
very bitter one. In spite of the money,
the wine and the payery.
Money enough, of course, there U
These men who hav hlipped away 01.
night trains and fruit steamers did not
go empty handed. A tropical climate
does not necessitate much expense,
servants are cheap, and all these
creatures of passion and avarice and
Bin live in a sort of luxury that makes
honest folks occasionally eive voice
to envy. Hut the judgment of those
who know Honduras and know this
colony, is, after ail, the truest. ' ItiUy"
Vice and Seth Tracy and the rest
may louuKe on tin; veranda of tlii'ir
club Ikmi.si-'irt in the uniform of tli
chief of jioUc e. Sm rvants may waft
on them, and fine wines and cholrc
'cigars make the hours pleasant. But
those who know the inside shrug their
hhoiildi i and pafS on with the assertion that th eve are all men "aft aid
to die."
Once, In a while they do die some-

Smoke the White

GROSS, KELLY

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A 6PEC1ALTY
jJ
CATFISH PUT INTO
We desire patronage and we guarALAMOGORDO POND.
a
A number o catfish minnows were antee first class baking.
put in the pond at the park this week. 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
The varieties that the pond lias been
stocked with heretofore, mostly trout,
did not thrive and gradually disappeared. It Is supposed that the water PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
' BRUSHES.
was too warm.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
GOOD BATCH OF
Robes. Horse Blankets, Etc. PalINDICTMENTS FOUND, metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
The Colfax county grand Jury stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
made Its final report Wednesday night Pelts.
and was discharged. The jury re- 409 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
turned forty-fivindictments, a large
portion of which are for minor of
Established In 1882
fensesmatters which could and
FOR THE Properly should be disposed of in the
&

Tf
L'LTrl

CITY.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

INSURANCE,

TOPICS

ilia-- !

a

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

B. A. SLEY8TER

.

SHADE DLINES SHOW THE LOCATION OF THE NEW, PARADISE

Wholesale Grocers

Meat Market

1

....

SEVEN.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

STREET

'
'

self-style-

PAGE

j

c;itB.MAK

SOUTH"

wstsT.

&

I

r

!

I

j

'

MUST SIGN UP LAND
BY NOVEMBER FIRST
At a recent meeting of the
Rio
Grande Water Users' association, held
in I.as Cruces, a total of HI.UOO acres
of land was reported signed.
The county commissioners of Dona
Ana county held a meeting at tbe
same time, at which they signed up

0
0

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17, N. T. Armljo Building.

El

Bft

)

j

Ii is In southwest Africa where he llerroros in their revolt anainst.
the German government have in two years taken l,15o Uvea and caused
a total luss and expense of nrly 10 i,imhiio.
Settlers have been massacred and detachments f tioops ambuscaded
So disastrous has heen the administration of Guv. Von
and ulaiifchtered.
Trothat that the kaiser has recalled him.
The country is naturally adapted for mi' irillu warfare and water U
very scarce. European horses can not bunivu in the climate and the native
Stock is depleted.
Heudrick Wiibool, chief spirit in tun reblliun, was furmerly an ally of
thp Germans. It is related that he became a rebel after his daughter was
kidnaped by German soldiers and taken to their camp.

Paso and Southwestern System
Rock Island System
Between-

20, (inn

0

-

0

0

Standard and Tourlit Sleepers.
Chair Cars and Coaches.

0

i"

0

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest
WIDE

0

0
0

Musi

0

Meats, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
more. The association resolved LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSat this meeting that all lands must
FER STABLES
be signed up by the first of Novem-- j Horses and Mules bought and exber, and those refusing or neglecting
changed.
to do this by that time wi.l be left BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
out for good. After that date there
Second street, between Railroad and
will be no chance to sign up and any
Copper avenues.
one w ho has failed to do so will not
le allowed to rectify the mistake
made In not doing so.
Drayin'
in'
BENEFITS EXPECTED
OF ARTESIAN WATER.
FREIGHTS
Itr. W. J. InK. was at Alamogordo
from Tularosa, the first time in four
You have us once, you'll
months. He titaied tliat the people
call again.
Prices right;
over there are anxiously uwaltlnn the
there ain't no gougln'.
result of the test heini? made for artesian water, as they are certain that
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
if AlainoKorilo gets an, Man water
'they will over there. Dr. l.onn is
ihat if artesian wat,r is ever ob-- I
laiued in tho Sacramen'o valley it
Plans to Get Rich
will become one of tin; banner fruit downs, due to dyspepsia or constlpa-- l
sections of the l.'nited S'al.-sHe once tiun. Brace up and take Dr. King's
received a letter from tho general New Lifo I'ilU. They take out the!
passenger agent of the Hock Island materials that are clogging your en- railroad company who assured him ergies, and give you a new start. Cuiej
that if artesian water could be ob- headache and dizziness, too. At all
tained he could pettle up the valley drug stores; 25c, guaianteod.
in one year with Uesirablo people.
are often frustrated by sudden break- -

amviA

0

0

John W. Abbott, Prop.

Only thm

'if,'

0

City Market

0

Two Daily Trains Each Way

Dining Cars

meals a la carte.

THROUGH

0

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.

.

0

WITHOU

T

CHANGE.

The tihortest, quickest and best line between the Great Lakes,
tbe Mississippi Valley ind the i'acitlc Coast.

0

GARNETT KING,

0

Gen. Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS

0

rer-'tai-

WE F,LL
j

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

At Consisttnt Prices

j.

V. R. STILES,
Gen. Passenger Agt

next to bank of

0

ccii

203 W.' Railroad Ave.
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months before returning to their home CALL FOR BERNALILLO COUNTY
BONDS.
at Cheyenne.
W. W. Havens, national organizer
The counly commissioners of the
of Amerfor the Anti Salm
ica, was in Albuquerque between county of Bernalillo, in the territory
New Mexico, In the exercise of the
trains last nli.i'1 n his way to Silver of
by law, hereby give noCltv, where he will organize a branch option given funding
bondB dated July y
that the
of the league. It Is Mr. Haven's Inten- tice
In two Rerles, known
to return to this city In the course 1, 1S95, Issued
tion
INDICATIONS.
consisting
WEATHER
of a few weeks and organize a branch as A and U, respectively,
K 314 WEST RAiLROADAVj
of 102 bonds of $",00 each, numbered
league here.
of
the
1 to lr2 both inclusive,
nd
of series A.
Fair toniytit. Thursday, fair
Ike Hashani. a plaster of this city, and 130
of 1100 each, numbered
warmer.
night received a telegram from 1 to 139,bonds
last
both Inclusive,, of series R,
A
Hozeman, Mont., announcing the sudare payable at the option of
The l.a.lies' ;niM of St.. John's den death of his brother, Henry Bag-ha- which commissioners
ten years after
chunli, will in
at that point yesterday. The de- said date thereof, must
Is
sum?
be presenter!
"oss of the ceased was well known througbortt the
Superintendent .1.
National
payment
for
Chemical
at
the
Menaul school, tnis returned from a southern New Mexico, where bo was bank in the city of New York, or at
foreman for several years of one of the office of N. W. Harris & company,
trip to I. as ct;as.
the largest cattle outfits in the terri- In the city of Chicago, 111., on or
e
M. It. Otero, register of In; territo
tory.
! i
Our lollies' Shoes are noted for their pionouneed style. You can
day of November, 1305,
loth
rial land offlcp, was a pass, tiger w
the
The Silver1 City Independent says: and that Interest thereon will cease
Santa IV this morning.
spot them at once In a crowd by their graceful lines, perfect patRobert liver, formerly of the repor- , Morris Abraham, who holds a responsi- - after said date.
with the Rothenberg(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD,
tern and faultless finish.
department of the San Rernar-illno- ble position
o toriai Cal.,
Chairman.
Sun, is iu the ci'y for Schloss company, at Albuquerque, is
COMPLETE STOCKS
They are made over correct lusts, and feel comfortable from tue
in the city visiting his father.
It Is
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.
health.
his
renot unlikely that Mr. Abraham may re
repre
time you first put them on till they are worn out. No breaking In
II. O'Reilly, southwestern
CARD OFTHANKS.
turn to Silver City in a short while,
NEWEST GOODS
sentative of the Washington Lite in- and his many friends hope that he will
quired. At the same time, they keep their shape. Only the best maMrs. J. A. Conley and family take
for
night
lust
company,
left
surance
acgo
asInto our shoes can
decide upon such a move. Mrs, Abe this means of thanking those who
terial and most perfect workmanship that
CORRECT STYLES
an extended trip through Arizona.
Abraham is still visiting her daughter, sisted and sympathized with them In
complish these results. Examine our new stock for fall and winter
Mr. and Mrs. K. H. Harsch have Mrs. 11. F. Copp at Albuquerque, and their late bereavement In the death
'
left for an overland ti ll) to ChlllM, and will remain there during the greater of their father and husband.
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION
and convince yourself.
expect to be gone until t no lasi oi we portion of the present month.
week.
Don't forget the concert at the Elks'
LOWEST PRICES
Joseph Lew is, who was at the Fay- The
rooms
this evening.
ball
the
at
Kelly,
watchman
It.
the
Col.
In
New
springs,
wood
southern
hot
.$3.00, $3.50
whistMiller,
Patent Kid Shoes
M.
the
Leonard
Ortiz mine up in the Cerrlllos district. Mexico, has returned to the city, but solo by
ling wonder, will be worth more than
is In the city, and A. A. Henry la snuw-lnlie is very reticent over an event
Vici Kid Shoes . .. .$2.50, $3.00, $3.50
price of admission, which will be
the gentleman courtesies.
which hapnened at Isleta, so King the
fifty cents.
of
meeting
regular
says,
a
be
$2.00,
will
tne
.$1.65,
lie
There
just berore
$25
leu lor
Dongola Shoes
the Elks tonight nt 8 o'clock. All springs. While at the resort Mr. Lew- STRAYED OR STOLEN.
tonight's
to
attend
s
dally,
urged
received, almost
half a dozen
members are
Wlllard, N. M., Sept. 27. three
From
Initiation.
be
Albuwill
congratulations
as
from
meeting
there
etters of
following description:
L. R. Rabcock, general mencbant of liierque friends. He has not selected horses of the
on left hip.
Hay horse bianded RL-Kelly, left last night for home arter his residence, nor announced when he
Hay horse, branded N on left hip.
Intimate
spending the day in the city attending will go to housekeeping.
Black horse, branded N on left hip.
GETTING BREAKFAST
friends, however, think he will be "at
to business. He was accompanied
A liberal reward will be paid for
home" on and after November 1st.
With food preparations from F. T. his son.
the return of the animals to Ubalo T.
assurK.
grocery
thorough
and
Kraft
Dr.
Is
D.
J.
H.
Cams,
Dr.
Trotter's
Lunas, N. M.
Sanchez.
Postoffice Changes.
ance that you are starting th day party of local sportsmen left last night
Kennedy. Torrance county Bonlto
right. This also holds good for all for an extended bear hunt in the Dutil
succeeds J. B. Bean, resigned.
other meals, as any article of food
mountains. They expect to bag all Seiler
Engle,
Sierra county Watson L.
big
game.
purchased at our store can be absoof
sorts
his mother, Olive M.
Ritch
succeeds
lutely depended upon for genuine exThere will be a meeting of Navajo Hitch, deceased.
any
thoroughly
test
We
cellence.
Tribe No. 3. Improved Order of Red
goods offered us, and retain In our Men, at their hall this evening at 8
Lead and Copper.
and
good
only
found
those
stock
and visiting
o'clock. All brothers
11. Lead, firm,
New York, Oct.
1
wholesome.'
members are Invited to attend.
$1.85; copper, quiet, $16.00.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Boettger, of Old
Albuquerque, have returned from a "THE MAN FROM MEXICO"
pleasure trip to the City of Mexico.
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.
Mr. anil Mrs. Boettger were absent
MADE HIT WITH AUDIENCE
MLaMi
from the territory about six weeks
The Woman's Circle of the first GEORGE SAMUELS AND COMPANY
Baptist church will hold their monthOF CLEVER ARTISTS GIVE
ly tea Thursday afternoon ut 3 o'clock
AT
PERFORMANCE
at the home of Mrs. I). H. Cams, 519
ELKS' THEATER.
Goods
West Gold avenue. All are invited to
Call
attend.
A continuous laugh from start to
Rev. John Mordy, Presbyterian mis finish is the sort of amusement "Tne
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard piano. But
sionary at Laguna, returned to the Man From Mexico" furnished the
city last night from Las Vegas, where large audience that gathered in the
CHICKERINO
THE
he went to attend the Presbyterian Elks' theater last night to witness
synod, which closed Us week's session the second bill presented by George
T
The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor, Is admitted to be
in the Meadow City yesterday.
Samuels and his company of clever
standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
8 the
Col. W. S. Hopewell, general manag artists.
could possess.
the
Full of ludicrous situations,
er of the New Mexico Kuel & Iron
?
CO.
company .arrived In the city last night play kept the audience in a perfect
from Santa Fe and will spend several uproar, and the actors were repeat
114 SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
Hose,
days here before leaving for the east edly forced o respond to encores. The
n
scenery was among the nest ever
on an Important business mission.
Boilers,
Belting,
S. II. Spooner, special United States seen In this city and the stage set
attorney In Indian depredation claims tings were especially elaborate.
Saddles,-Leather- ,
Supplies. Write for Prices
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F. F. TROTTER

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker

and Examine the Beautiful
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

GENUINE

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

TIIK WIITTSON MUSIC

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings,

Steam Pumps,

Packing, Engines,
Ranch
Harness,

LtmBe?,

Sash, Doors,
Glass,

WHITNEY COMPANY

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing.
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JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders receive special attention.
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AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

There Is nothing for real home comfort like a pair of our Felt Slippers
for men and women. We have them
iu red, green or brown, with felt or
leather soles, plain or fur trimmings.
Prices range from Cue to $1.50. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
y
avenue.
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To get your Stove Work done before the rush. Quick Meal, John
Van & Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection Home Base
Burners; Mountain Oak and Gr at Western Heaters. The moat complete line In the city,
AT LOWEST PRICES.
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which can be found only on
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

''122 South E. L.
Second Street
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When fcov.ght right are a good Investment. Our prices are right We lnvltt
you to C- -il and examine the beautlf jl diamond goods we are offering; also
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Agents for
Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's ReAutomatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
and
volvers
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.
Winchester
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No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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